Northern Vermont Farm Notes.
August was a hot, dry month. This
afforded an excellent opportunity for
harvesting the grain and bringing for-
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ward the corn crop. The first was
secured in good condition and the last
has grown almost without parallel. The
the
crop was late in getting started, but
it to
very favorable August enabled
rate.
grow and develop at an unusual
Hardly, if ever, has there been such a
tall, rank growth of fodder as is to be
seen at tliis time where there was a
favorable stand to commence with.
The only drawback will be that on
many of the fields the growth is so thick
and heavy that it cannot ear to the best
advantage. When the crop is cut and
a
put into stocks, the fields will present
sight worth looking upon. One effect
stock
that
be
of this large growth will
will not eat the fodder as clean, either
when green or cured, as where the stalks
This may necessitate the
are smaller.
cutting of the fodder when dry where
this is practicable. Where farmers have
silos, this difficulty will be obviated, and
the larger the crop the better it will be.
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Some observations of a New England
er, written in a private letter from Aixles-Bains, France, seem of general interest, as sketcbiug in a few paragraphs the
salieut features of the European farm
landscape, contrasted with our own.
They are as follows:
What strikes the traveler first is the
universal employment of women, old
and youug, at hard labor in the fields.
This one sees everywhere—in France,
(iermany, Austria, Switzerland and Italy.
One sees women carrying on their backs
huge loads of farm products in baskets,
especially hay and rye, faggots, moss,
roots and peat for fuel; and I have even
Second,
seen them thus carry manure.
there is the general employment of cows
In the Tyrol, in hayas draft animals.
ing time, one sees a single unfortunate
cow dragging two small wagon loads of
hay, oue hitched behind the other.
Sometimes a woman is yoked with the
Oxen are rarely seen, and horses
cow.
still less often, except in the prosperous
tourist villages of Switzerland. Third,
there is the almost complete absence of
fences of any kind, excepting again in
Switzerland where tourists might trespass.

Fourth, the fields appear to be laid out
in small units, about 150 by 60 feet, in
alternating crops. This gives the landscape a curious patch-work appearance,
rye, millet, grass, potatoes, etc., being
thus sown in alternating bunches. This
would preclude the use of mowing machines or any other labor-saving device
on a large scale, and, in fact, 1 have
only seen one mowing machine in five
countries, and that was not in use, al-

though hay

was

everywhere being gath-

ered.
Fifth, the peasants live in closely-
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corn

hand for use.
Already there is a call for those who
have corn harvesters and itinerate around
services.
among the farmers for their
There is much corn to be cut and but
fow will engage in this kind of work;
hence the desire to commence early in
order to get around before the coming
of the frosts.
Potato-digging time is also at hand, as
this is now attended to earlier than it
used to be. This is better, as after the
is
crop is ripe and the stalks dead, there
no
benefit in allowing it to remain
longer in the ground; indeed if this were
permitted, there is a liability of injury
to quality from rot or the ravages of
insects and worms. There has been a
large growth of tops this year and in
favorable locations the yield should be
good, better than last year when there
was serious injury from rot and grubs.
On the farm of the writer, two-thirds
of the crop was dug the last day of August and first of September. The yield
was fine and the tubers large, smooth
and clean. There were no signs of rot
This
nor the work of insects or worms.
was on land in
potatoes last year and
well enriched. The average may not
come up to this, but there have been
season.
many fine fields to be seen this
The apple crop will be small. The
seathe
continued cool weather early in
son is probably a
principal reason for
this. It doe# not look as if there would
be a very large amount for Bale.
The dry, hot weather of August had a
tendency to reduce both feed and water
in the pastures, and the yield of milk
decreased in proportion. The rain of
Sept. 3 may start up feed in the pastures
somewhat and help to replenish the supply of water; but it is so late now that
extra feed must be given the cows to
keep the milk from serious shrinkage.
Indeed, some farmers have for some time
supplemented the scant pastures from
other sources. Japanese millet has been
used to some extent for this purpose
and on many farms there is quite a
second growth of grass that can be used
along with the soiling corn.
Farmers will find it to their advantage
to keep up the ttow of milk to the best
possible extent, as the prices for butter
have been going up the past few weeks
to an uuusual extent for this season of
tae year, showing that there is a scarcity
of product for the demands of the trade.
Even the surplus in cold storage ie being drawn upon thus early which ia not
common.

With such conditions at this time,
there seems to be no real reason why
prices should recede, and the prospect
should be favorable all along through
the fall and winter. Those having winter dairies will therefore find it for their
interest to do the best possiblo for them,
in order to get the greatest product in
return. From the vast amount of grain
raised in the west in addition to our own
resources, it would naturally appear
that prices of feed etuffs should be
lowor than for the last two years, thus
helping farmers in this diroction, and
so we will work and watch for the results.— E. R. Towle in New England
Farmer.
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butter rinsed in another water in
which has been placed a handful of ealt.
after this the butter is weighed and salted to suit the taste of your customers,
from 1 12 to two ounces salt per pound
being used. The butter is worked twice,
tiret iu the churn after salting and again
in from three to six hours. It is worked by hand, packed in half-gallon crocks
and delivered to our customers every
two weeks.—Fred Evans, Fulton County,
Ν. T.
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COMPARISONS.

Color Trouble· of tkt Color BHil
Poet, Whlttler.
It is well knowu that the poet Whit·
tier wus color blind and unable to distinguish red from green. He once
bought for himself a necktie which he
eup|H)sed to be of a modest and suitable olive tint and wore it once. He

Αι Soon m We Bffla to Vak· Tkexa
We Bevlu to Suffer.
We would not have to strive bo for
courage If what we vaguely call
"things" were more evenly distributed
among us. for no one's lot would then

wore it again, for his friends
made blm aware that it offended
against tbe traditional quietness of
costume enjoined alike by the habits
of the Friends and by bis own taste.
The tie was of flaming scarlet.
On another occasion, when he found
a little girl in distress on account of
a new gown, made over from her elder
sister's, which was not becoming to
her coloring aud complexion, he tried
never

soon

to console lier.
"1 wouldn't mind what a rude boy
says ulKWt it, Mary." he said kludly.
"Thee looks very well Indeed in It,
like an oread, Mary, dressed all In

was not dressed
in greeu. She was red haired, and he;
dress was red. That was the trouble.
Once, on a day iu mid-March, when
out walking with a Friend and deeply
engaged in conversation, Mr. Whlttler
approached too near for safety to a

place where blusting was going on.
The danger slguul was shown, but

neither Friend noticed it until a workman, violently waving his arms and
6houting, leaped before them and

warned them back.
"I didu't see the flag at all," said
Mr. Whlttler's companion.
"I saw it." rejoined the poet, with
a twinkle In bis eye, "but I thought it
Thee
was in honor of St Patrick.
1 can't tell Erin
knows my defect.
from explosions except by tbe harp!"

—Youth's Compauiou.

ROMAN ROSES.
They

Are

Uenutiful

liera une

and

Abundant

Tliey Knt Meat.

"1 have yet to see a rose equal to
those grown iu Home," said the amatcjr horticulturist.
"They blojm Iu
the greatest abundance all through the
winter, and tbey are as large and rich
and velvety as American Beauties, living out of doors, climbing like ivy or
honeysuckle over the crumbling marble
walls of ruined temples, gleaming in

for centuries watered our roses thrice
.a week with a strong decoction of fresh
beef—u rich grade of beef tea. They
are meat eaters. That Is why the roses
of Home are as hardy and prolific as
weeds nnd at the same time as richly,
delicately beautiful aud as sweetly per"
fumed as flower.* grown under glass.'

—Chicago Chronicle.

Flab.
have been made with
flounders in cutler to determine whether
the whiteness of the uuder sides of
those tish is due to the exclusion of
light. and tlie presence of color on their
The
upiK'r shies to exposure to light.
ti;-b experimented upon were kept living in a glass tank, having u mirror
pluccd beneath, so us to reflect light
One
upon die under sides of the tish.
of these prisoners survived for three
difyears under conditions so strangely
ferent from Its ordinary habits of life,
and all of them exhibited the development of spots of pigment on their lower
The l'udrr Side of

Experiments

which anything but mountain pasture
herds of hungrass will grow, one sees
dreds of goats, sheep and well-fed cattle;
but at lower levels no land appears to be
wasted in pasture. The cattle are kept
housed; there are no fences, and in the
whole trip I have not seen aa much
waste land as would cover my sheep

Feeding Value of Barley.
As the production of barley in tbis
couutry is steadily increasing, and as

pasture.
of a
Rye is cut with a sickle, instead
of
cradle, and nowhere is there evidence
in its value
many feeders are interested
any real progress in farming méthode,
as hog feed, this item may prove of
although the soil seems fertile and the value:
crops are wonderfully thick, considering

that pass nil their lives iu

caves.

lllrd Sonic».

Naturalists have long been puzzled
an to how birds learn to sing. Does it
comu natural to a bird of a certain
to slug the song common to its

species

kind or does it learn to imitate whatever soug it most hears during the
early days of Its life? Expérimente
made by a well known student of bird
life proved that most birds simply learn
by imitation. He placed young iiunets

to be reared by skylarks, woodlarks,
titlarks and other breeds, and in every
case the linnet learned the song of his
foster parents. Again, a number of linnets were reared where they had no
chance of hearing the song of any
bird at all. In due course they began
to sing, but their song was entirely
original. The cuckoo, however, seems
to l>e an exception, for although It is
almost invariably reared by foster
parents of uuy species but Us own,
it always slugs to perfection Its own

I
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the state.
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affirmation." And this phrase
occurs again and again, for the Comte
île Folx is t<»o great nnd noble a hunter
that any assertion of his should be

laughed at—Macmiilan's Magazine.

(•ninblliiu m Itvliirlou· Duty.
of gambling," a missionary said, "I know of a sect that regards it as a religious duty, like fast-

"Speaking

lug or prayer. This sect Is the Hindoos.
They one day in each year gamble like

The
from sunrise till sunset.
day is the festival of the lamps, a
Jay sacred to Lakshuu, the goddess of
A tremendous lot of money
wealth.
changes bauds in Lakshun's honor. All
this gambling is done to test the financial success that will attend on each
mad

person throughout the year. If a gambler loses ho knows a year of hard
luck is ahead of him. If he wins he
knows he may expect a twelvemonth
of prosperity. Strange to say, a good
deal of cheatiug accompanies this re-

llgious gambling."

Origin of (lie Strike Fund.
Hie earliest ix:c*iitioii of u Htrike fund
occurred in the strike of the Parisian
stocking weaver» iu 1724, wheu ft
crown a day was subscribed for every
striker and all blacklegs were mercilessly I wy cot ted. But the bluest strike
under the "ancient regime" was that
of the silk factory bands at Lyons
in 1744, when 12,000 men went on
strike and so alarmed the mayor that
he couceded everything they asked and
wrote to his brother that he had "la

tete cussee par cette vile canaille."
The "vile canaille," however, had had
their moment, and it was no longer
theirs. Two months later the king
sent down 20,000 soldiers "pour remettre l'ordre dans la bounevillc de
Lyon," and we hear no more ef strikes
till the supreme strike of 1780.
A SiioII'h Senae of Smell.
Professor E. Yung of Geneva discovered that the keen sense of smell attributed to the ordinary snail is distributed
over the entire body not covered by the

shell, the two pairs of tentucles, the
lips and the edges of the feet being
particularly sensitive. In the experl-

ments made a brush dipped iu various
odorous subetances in tarn was brought
near the different parts of the body, and
resiKJiiees were noted at distances of
one twenty-fifth of an Inch to several

inches. Only in exceptional cases was
odor perceived as much as fifteen or
twenty inches away, showing that smell
cannot guide these creatures to food far

Tests in feeding barley are reported
how many centuries the soil has been
the Oregon station as follows:
worked. The general impression is one from
Three
hogs, averaging 177 2-3 pounds
and
toil
disproportionate
of ceaseless
of 1.94
with no dawn ol each at start of test, made gains
of
energy,
expenditure
removed.
bead per day for 42 days.
better things. Even the former pic- pounds per
to proare replaced It required 443 pounds of barley
costumes
The Mulberry Tree.
turesque peasant
duce 100 pounds gain. These result·
by ready-made, second-hand clothing
Bilk Is the great industry of northern
be relied upon peculiar song, quite uninfluenced by
cannot
but
are
good,
it
ma;
everywhere. On the whole,
because of the small number the ν oca 1 efforts of its guardians.
Italy, and the plains of the quadrilatercheer us up to think how much bettei implicitly
al are dark with mulberry trees. The
ia. of hogs used and the fact that they refarmer
off even the meekest American
in
milk
ceived a small amount of skim
Xatoral HUtory.
mulberry tree Is the hardest worked
—Country Gentleman.
is
much
How
addition to the barley.
"Mamma, what are twine?" asked piece of timber iu the world. First its
not stated.
Care of Farm Machinery.
leaves are skinned off for the worms
Wisconsin station tests are the only little Bobby.
It is of the greatest importance thai direct tests available as to the relative
'Oh. I know." chimed In Dorothy, to feed on, then the little branches are
an elder
we keep our farm machinery in the besl
clipi>ed for the worms to nest in, then
value of oornmeal and barley meal in with all the superiority of
possible working order. It requires
These included two sepa- sister. "Twins is two babies just the the large limbs are cropped for charskill to cor hog feeding.
mechanical
of
deal
great
rate experiments. In one the hogs aver- lame age. throe Is triplets, four |g quad- coal, and tbe trunk has not only to
rectly operate all of the machines re aged 70 pounds, in the other 208 5
aud
A greal
ruped.?, and live Is centipedes."—Har- produce a new crop of leaves
farm
the
on
nowadays.
quired
limbs for next year, but must act as
pounds, at start of experiment. Henry,
lack o( judgment ia noticeable in th< summarizing the results in Feeds and per's Weekly.
trellis for a grapevine.
management of these very importam Feeding, concludes that 100 pounds of
aida to the farmer, bolts get loose ant cornmeal will produce as many pounds
Whatsoever situation In life you ever
Champion Diver·.
are allowed to stay so until others gel
wish or propose for yourself, acquire a
as 103 pounds of barley meal.
I gain
said a professionDonovan,"
"Larry
loose, whicu causes needlesa wear an<
the
inconvenclear and lucid Idea of
al swimmer, "made the highest dive
perhaps a breakdown.
One of the good farms of Norway is iences attending It.—Sbenstone.
consid
from
The up-to-date farm requires
on record. It was 210 feet—a dive
that owned by J. S. and J. H. Miliett,
able machinery to operate it, and th< ,
Donovan also
two hundred acres. Their
the Brooklyn bridge.
comprising
care
its
to
afford
neglect
farmer cannot
hay crop, forty-five tons yearly, is stortook a dive from Niagara bridge, a
I know a young farmer, in debt, wh< , ed in two barns, one 44x44, and the
200 feet. There are no other divgood
with which U ,
a
self-binder
purchased
other 40x44, and is fed out to twentyers in the same class with Larry. Jack
harvest his grain, and it stood out ο f
a
five head ->f high-class Durham stock,
Bums made a dive of 150 feet from
doors continually for three years, and 1
bull girthing six feet beading the herd.
don't know but that it is there yet N< , The ν also have a Guernsey bull which
the topmost yardarm of the Three
for most* or Brothers, the largest sailing ship of its
one can afford to do this.
Guerngirths 0 feet, 0 inches, and offour
I have always made it a practice t ,
cowa
their
The
time, aud Jim O'Kourke and Julius
cows.
product
house my implements, wagons and ma i sey to Turner Center creamery. Seven
Gautier have done some good diving,
goes
am
in
actual
not
use,
se- too—100 feet, 125 feet, and so on—but
chinery whenever
hogs, White Cheaters and Berkshire·,
from the annual purchase of some addi
and 37 grade Southdown sheep, whlcb
It Is doubtful If Donovan's record will
or
machine
shed
my
tional implement
in an income of 97 each, yearly,
bring
ι
the
be broken."
laat
ever
that
crowded
so
opei
became
farm,
are also paying dwellers on the
cames
winter I erected an additional ahed. I , An orchard of 700 tree· is just coming
The Crtwlih'i Tall.
waa an ideal winter for that sort c f
into bearing.
The tall of a crawfish serves that anthing. If farmers will they might d ,
moat all of their building in the wintc
imal as an oar. By a peculiar jerk of
Highway Fence.
and so have it off their hands during th
the tail the animal can retire from a
Massachusetts: A real
D.
M.
L,
1
in
New
Bnglan
busy time of year.—Cor.
dangerous object with almost incrediestate owner ia not under any legal ob
Farmer.
ble swiftness. The tail is much more
ligation to maintain a fence along th<
from the high
effective in moving the animal backOne of a herd of twenty-five cow s highway. If cattle pais
ownei
owned by Wm. J. Robbing Kocklanc way on to land of an adjoining
ward than forward, a lingular Instance
• and cause damage, the owner of the cat
was recently killed by lightning whll
of adaptation to Its situation, for by
caused
s
Th
for
all
will
be
liable
tree.
tie
damage
standing under a spruce
means of Its tall It can withdraw into
The remainde r
oow was valued at 960.
Its bole with such swiftness as In an
rare that the sire or dan
be
awa
distance
Always
f
of the herd at no great
instant to place it ont of danger.
has no tranudseibl· defects.

Bad Blood

ΓΗΒΒΒ GOOD DAYS IN SUCCESSION, AND Δ RECORDBREAKING SHOW.

J

none

"
'Because tbey eat meat,' be answered.
"'Eat meat? Nonsense,' said I.
"
'Well, they drink meat—meat extract, which is the same thine·.* said tbe
old man. *\Ve ltoman gardeners have

County

It is because we see our estate differ- <
;ttg from that of our fellows that we I
Benjamin Tucker, Norway Lake,
are tempted to comparisons, and it is <
ihowed twenty-άτβ head in all, includIn the making of these comparisons <
ing three thoroughbred Ayrshires, tbe
that a sense of our sorrows, like the
most of them
rest Holsteins, and
could be foun
ault
knowledge of our afflictions, is first
^om- thoroughbreds.
W. A. Stone, Oxford, a thoroughbred
born. How would we have known that !
Suernsey bull 2 years old, and two
we were poor unless we had seen some
thoroughbred heifer calves.
one else who was richer or that our |
From the well-known Holmes Farm,
son was unsuccessful unless the son of
Oxford, L. S. Holmes, proprietor, were
somebody else were making a great 1
shown about a dozen of their famous
1
mark in the world? Would our little
thoroughbred Herefords.
children be unhappy with only one '
One of tbe prettiest animals on the
dress had they not eeen other chilgrounds was a three-year-old Holstein
1
dren with two?
beiferjust three years old, with calf by
ηα *»e«
"a. ever
.ver mmβ
seen on these tier side, owned by A. E. Morse of South
It comes to this, then: When we be- ] ίο such crowd was
Paris. She would be bard to beat. Mr.
^
gin to mnke comparisons, we begin to j irouode »>«■"
liorse also had a yoke of oxen.
suffer. This may seem to be a hard < fcy-mdI th.crowdtort»
L. F. Everett, West Paris, four yoke
o( (he
saying, but it is a true one.—Lillie ] ,art of th®
have per- jf steers and one heifer.
™1
WhUe there
ι how waa equal.
Hamilton French In Harper's Bazar,
W. H. & G. H. Dunn, Norway, ninef thU in
«ρ. been
never one with teen head of Ayrshires, four or five of
w
ome detail·, there wm
STAG LEGENDS.
exhlblt in them grades, the rest thoroughbreds.
.larger and more com ρ
A. J. & F. L. Millett, Norway, four^
J1 its features. From the
I
ning teen head, including two thoroughbred
ο the Midway, everything was running
Durham bulls, and grade Durham and
ttpnthy to Snolcea.
( iver.
grade Guernsey cows and heifers.
There is uo beast in the world to
TU Κ BABY SHOW.
J. S. <& J. H. Millett, Norway, ten
which more legendary virtues are atA· toit year, the baby .bow «M*»· bead, including thoroughbred Guernsey
tributed than the stag, partly owing
bull and thoroughbred Durham bull, and
|„ rtternooo proved »
,j
to the tale of St. Hubert, partly to a
thoroughbred and grade cows and
eature, and brought In this wm
toward
beifers. Tbey also bad a flock of
supposed antipathy of stags
(
and a Dock of lambs and a pair of work
eerpents, partly to a peculiar mass of {
borses.
gristle in the shape of a cross which (
A <
Lyman S. Merrill, South Paris, a good
is found In the animal's heart.
grade Jersey cow.
whole book might be written on the (
Ο. K. Clifford, South Paris, grade
miraculous power of the heart and the
Devon cow and grade Durham cow.
efficacy of differeut parts of him
Thayer Bros., Paris, eight cows and
against the troubles of this evil world.
beifers, one grade Jersey, the rest grade
Fouilloux. In the sixteenth century,
Durbams.
1
Rives a long list, and Master Robert
George A. Chapman, South Paris, a
tills page upon page with them,
{rade Ayrshire cow four years old.

man.

a

Agricultural Society.

one.

dark, rich looking fluid.
"
'Why are the Human roses so beautiful and abundantV I said to tbe okl

crimson and green masses upon ancient columns, giving to the grimmest
and saddest of mediaeval paluzzoe au
air of gayety and youth.
"One day ou the Via Sistiua, as 1
passed the garden that had once beeu
the garden of Lucullus, I saw an old
man tending the superb roots that grow
there. He was pouriug on their roots

Another Great Fair of the Oxford

to him an evil one. If we were
humpbacked or lame or blind;

all
if every husband were unfaithful and
every child a cross; If we were all poor
and no man had any more than another; if nobody's son died in his early
strength and nobody was loved while
we sat neglected, then who of us
would know what sorrows and afflictions were? We would take each of
them for granted, as a Chinaman takes
his yellow skin and an Indian his red

Largest Ever.

the

'Twas

seeni

but our author In his solid English
fashion is chary of accepting such
Btorles.
Mon say, he admits, that when a
stag is right old he beateth a serpent
with his foot till she be wroth, and
then eatetli her, and then goeth to
drink, and tlieu runneth hither and
thither till the water and venom be
meddled together, and maketli him cast
fill his evil humors that he had in his
body, and maketh his flesh come all
anew. But, he adds, with the solemnity
of Ilero lotus himself, "Thereof make I

Making Butter on the Farm.
Cleauliness begins in the stable. Our
surfaces. The experimenters concludcows have a good, dry bed aud are cleanit is exposure to light that
ed before each milking. We use a ed that
of the upi>er
cooler creamer in summer, setting the causes the coloratiou
flouumilk 24 hours. In winter we use pans, parts of the bodies, not only of
leaving the milk in a warm room 30 ders. but of other flsh. and, conversely,
hours. We churn every morning in that it Is to the comparative absence
summer and two or three times per of light that the whiteness of under
week in winter, using a barrel churn. sides of tish Is due. They extend the
The cream is churned at a temperature
same principle to explain the colorless
of CO degrees in summer and 03 degrees
condition of the skins of many uuhnals

>

c

RED OR GREEN.

perhaps
planted this year than usual and green."
is looking well, too. If a farmer is
Unfortunately, Mary

this
able to grow both field and fodder corn,
it will be of much help to him. Plenty
of fodder is good and a bin of the husked ears is profitable to have for use, saving just so much in the price for purchased feeds, besides being all ready at

Specialist
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κ DeCoster, W-

Fred Gilbert, eon
Leslie E-. eon of
Carroll Boiwell. eon of

Li eater Henry, ooucn
raris, xmoae lue υ. a. cromui wjw""'!
Island Red fowls and chicks.
H. R. Bennett, Norway, Whit· Wyandotte· and Rhode Island Red·.
Clarence Win·low, South Pari·, Buff mostly portrait work, though some landPlymouth Rocks.
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melons and squashes.
F. A. Parlin, Paris, a handsome collection of potatoes, beets, carrots, and
the Lewis Perfection muskmelon.
Vernon Robinson, West Paris, two
varieties of potatoes.
S. H. Kilgore, Norway, an assortment
of seeds numbering about thirty varieties, tomatoes, beets and carrots.

Lovej'ty, Norway, a handsome
display of * quashes.
F.
B.
Cummings, South Paris,
squashes, turnips, beets, and waterΗ. E.

^«U000''

Will Tucker, Buckfield, W. T. Knightly,
South Paris.
THOUSAND FAKERS.

A

P^J.^aooeS

The Midway came
the Wholeway this year, for It bagan near
the hay barn as usual, and exltandad
almost to the entrance «to, while wt

^;;ps'0 tfïmV »(

JJd

»

There never were more than two-thirds
«re, and the ill
M.intr thanks to the weather and all the

L man""e

other'elements which made the fair eue
melons.
a
South
J. Π. Burapus,
Paris, potatoes
thing which caught the eye
and muskmelons.
of Uie visitor on entering the ground.
W. H. Tucker, Buckfield, fiteen va™ t»1·
rieties of potatoes, watermelons, citrons,
«

Th^firet

F|SsW wiLr'b'ut TlU

and muskmelons.

Myrtle Tucker, Buckfield, specimens

of onions.

Buckfield,
potatoes.

fïarry Dndley,

varieties of

thirteen

John Everett, South Paris, a grade
E. P. Crockett, South Paris, showed a
A
of trained dog., pool"
Hereford cow and a grade Durham cow. lot of
squashes, including some of the
Walter T. Knightly, South Paris, most immense ones ever seen here, and monke,. wa. the »<»'™
grounds, and was full at every per
;rade Jersey yearling heifers and grade pumpkins, cabbages, watermelons, cu- the
r irmanpf!
Then there were other .bow.

ïalf.
Grant C.

cows

We"l

^

ΐ1-1*

of the west side of the ball where are Tlewa Dand colored. po« ■»*
shown the vegetable· and farm product· kinds of subject·, Ac. Her exhibit w
of various kinds. There wa· no lack of notable for the harmony of the tone
them, Indeed, they overran the space work and decoration·.
..
President William J. Wheeler
usually assigned to them, and taken allot.
handsome
musical
a
deals
In
were
who
society,
together they
exhibited Merrill and
Nearly a third of the length of the hall
at the north end was occupied by the pianos, and a Carpenter orpn. W th
collection shown by Ο. H. Porter Of skillful performers to play kheee InSouth Paris. Mr. Porter's garden is struments, they formed a center of atwell known, and the variety and quality traction for the crowd.
of the products are almost surprising.
A good assortment of furs waa aho
The number of varieties is not known, by
B. à Ζ. S. Prince of Norway.
the
but the collection was considerably
Nash of Maine, the well-known Nor
shown.
largest
way taxidermist, made a ehowing of his
G. F. French, Norway, showed a good
in mounted fish, mooseι and
collection, thirty-four varieties in all.
heads, etc., which attracted the admire
W. H. Porter, of Norway, a well- tion of every one.
known exhibitor at this fair for many
TOOTHSOME DOMESTIC PRODUCTS.
years, and still active in spite of hits
Canned goods and allied product·
eighty-odd years, also showed a good
made the best showing seen for βοιηβ
collection of crops.
Alton Porter, South Paris, showed two
Ο. B. Upton of Norway
novelties, long podded French beans, and
an attractive collection of
peanuts on the vines.
A. E. Morse, South Paris, watermelons, containing some 40 can. andIgtoeee.
Mrs. T. P. Richardson, Norway, a coi
muskmelons. and citrons that would
lection containing some over forty vartemake your mouth water.
R. D. Qould, pumpkins, beets and "
Mrs. C. C. Davis, Oxford, a collection
squashes.
Olive Joy Stone, Norway, a girl of of about 35 varieties.
Mrs Levi Richardson, Norway, a
five years, showed stalks of popcorn
num'
specially well arranged
nine feet tall.
N. W. Bennett, Norway, squashes and bering about sixty cans and glasse·.
Maple products, sugar or syrup or
tomatoes.
both were shown by Mrs. Ο. B.Up to
W. S. Austin, Paris, squashes.
musk- Norway, Mrs. Levi Richardson, Norway,
Homer D. Tubbs, Norway,

cumbers and cauliflower.
Koyal, Paris, three good
Franklin Maxim, South Paris, several
and
heifers.
grade
specimens of onions.
Alice. «HP* »' c '· ic°"·
West
From
Birchmont
Bethel,
Farm,
,
»' c A· Elcl"r"'°°'
Mrs. L. E. Bean proprietor, were shown
LAUOR-SAVINO TOOI.S.
1
nine bead of handsome thoroughbred
an essential qualification of a
That
Herefords.
good farmer in these modern days is to
HOW THE STEERS STRUNG OUT.
be able to use the forces of nature for
Walton, eon of F. H Ooroew,
Ob, yes, we don't see many oxen the saving of labor by the use of well
I
parfg
Jolm
Carl H.. eonof
but devised machinery, is a fact generally
Pari»· iround the streets in these days,
Orlan N., eon of Β
Norway
they have them on the farms just the known, and one that should have been
LoU E (laughter
Hartford isn't the only impressed by this fair. The demonstraGordon, eon of Freu ". Woodbury, Norway. tame. And
8oQtb p»rie.
town where they raise them, though tion began right beside the gate, with an
people are a little apt to overlook the exhibition of gasoline engines. It is
1
Harold, eon of Edwin Gammon, Nor- ithers because Hartford so overshadows only a few years since first one of these
them. But when tbey had the town was seen at this fair, but this year there
eon of Fred Berry. Norway.
teams of oxen and steers from Hartford, were no less than a dozen of them, of
2
to
Babies 15 months
years:
Paris and Norway, strung out in line, several different makes, shown in operathere was hardly room for any one to tion.
Of the implements exhibited on the
get around among tbem.
The town teams of work horses were grounds, the only ones of local manu8°u"'
)ut at the same time, and made a great facture wero a line of the Paris ami 0.
j
ihow.
K. plows, manufactured at South Paris
for many years, and now made by the
FLOCKS.
THE WOOLLY
Cummings Manufacturing Co. A numFor all that sheep are not raised as ber of different models of those were
they once were on the Maine farms, shown.
appear with the other pre- there are a pretty good lot after all.
An assortment of implements which
oiume, elsewhere in this paper.
V. E. Dunn, Norway, had two flocks of filled nearly half the space under the
flock
one
on
grade grand stand was shown by A. W. Walker
exhibition,
sheep
bome of the cattle.
Leicesters and tbe other grade Oxford & Son of South Paris. It inc.uded the
There have been probably one or two
Downs, a flock of lambs, and an Oxford goods for which they are agents, mostly
j
Down buck.
Belcher & Taylor and John Deere imple'
E. C. Wardwell, Oxford, showed a ments, and numbered no less than forty
good grade buck 2 years old.
individual tools, including about everyΕ. E. Witt, Norway, a Leicester buck
thing that a farmer uses for any kind of
ind flock of sheep.
farm work.
|
flock
a
J. S. Λ J. H. Millett, Norway,
The Syracuse plows, harrows, etc.,
9f sheep and a flock of lambs.
number and variety.
were shown in
j
Ε. M. Everett, Norway, a good flock 0. K. Clifford of South Paris is the agent
t>f sheep.
for these.
F. W. Noyes, Norway, a Down buck, a
The space under the grand stand
llock of sheep and a flock of lambs.
given to agricultural implegenerally
1 ·«
A.
Richardson, Greenwood, a ments was filled full, and in addition to
C.
over weetero
of
flock
thoroughbred Down buck, a
that, and the gasoline engines, which
iaine, wu cWef
sheep and a flock of lambs.
were lined up near the gate, a large tent
attracted
which
of
An exhibit
sheep
was erected by the George B. Haskell
much attention was the flock of Dorset Co. of Lewiston, under which were
Horns shown by J. M. Thayer from Elm- shown a great variety of implements,
burst Farm, Paris Hill. These are par- some of which are rather unfamiliar to
ticularly noticeable because all of them, manv Oxford County farmers.
me yoke, and H. a.
the ewes, have horns. The
anlmale was including
iud every one of the forty an·»
Til Κ Ο IiANO Κ EXHIBITS.
| Hock was exhibited at the state fair, and
r.
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Virgil Dunn, Norway, showed two
Chester sows with eight pigs each.
The thing which drew attention in the
swine exhibit was a Chester sow belonging to Charles Edwards, South Paris,
with eleven pigs (our days old.
Virgil Dunn, Norway, showed a Chester boar 5 months old.

F. T. Pike, Norway, a pair of grade
C. Π. Brett, Otisfleld, a Berkshire boar
] lereford matched steers 3 years old, and and a sow with pigs.
ι pair of grade Durham matched year·
H. W. Davis, Oxford, a Berkshire
] ings.
boar 5 months old.
C. R. Penley, South Paris, eighteen
THE POULTRY SHOW.
' lead, including one pair of steers, a
the
1 horoughbred Dutch belted bull, and
The open shed wherein the poultry
1 est grade cows and heifers, mostly Hol- has heretofore been shown has been
1 teins.
moved down into the stock department
S. H. Millett, Norway, eighteen head, and converted into pens and stalls, and
num*
a
j ncluding several pairs of steers,
the poultry was shown this year under
| >er of cows and heifers, Hereford grade*, the
grand stand. There was a lot of it,
2
bull
Hereford
j ind a thoroughbred
and they were pretty birds, too. Becattle.
of
lot
tween ninety and a hundred pairs of
; rears old—a pretty
Will Young, Norway, ten head, grade birds, the property of about thirty ex·
< iersey heifers and a
thoroughbred rear- hibitors, were included in the show. The
' ing Jersey bull.
poultry was decidedly an attraction to
E. J. Hobbs, Norway Lake, ten head, the crowd.
rest
ι thoroughbred Holstein bull, the
C. H. Brett, Oxford, showed Plymouth
horoughbred and grade Holsteins. Rock fowls and chicks.
<
and
they pan
rbey are bred for cream,
D. H. Bean, South Paris, Barred
>ut. One cow tested 8.3 per cent, and Plymouth Rock and White Wyandotte
cent.
5
than
I hey average better
per
chicks.
From the Morey Farm, Mechanic
Vernon D. Robinson, West Paris,
of their
bead
thirteen
shown
were
Palls,
Brown Leghorn fowl and Brown LegThese Jer- horn and White Leghorn chicks.
! amous Cattle Club Jerseys.
William F. Jackson, West Paris, White
Leghorn and Rhode Island Red chicks.
Herbert Woodworth, South Paris, pair
of Rhode Island Red chicks.
Two large poultry exhibitors were
John C. Twombly and Harry E. Lovejoy
of Norway, who showed between them
in the throat;
A
nearly twenty coops of various strains.
G. H. Dunn, Norway, and Edgar
hoarseness at times; adeep
Dunn, Norway, showed several pairs of
breath irritates it;—these
fowls and chloks.
Russell B. Swift, West Paris, showed
are features of a throat
White Leghorn fowls and chicks.
H. L. Home, Norway, showed White
very deLeghorns, White Wyandottes, and Light
mixand a
Brahmas.
ture won't cure them.
Mrs. Will Gates, South Paris, White
that
Plymouth Rock fowls and achicks.of Game
You want
Aaron Yetton, Norway, pair

Throat Coughs
tickling

cough. They're
cough
ceptive

something

heal the inflamed
membranes, enrich the
blood and tone up the
.·.
.·.
.·.
.·.
system

will

Scott's Emulsion
is just such a remedy.
It has wonderful healing
and nourishing power.
Removes the cause of
the cough and the whole
system is given new
strength and vigor
Send for frtt

umflt

BOWNEt chemists
Petri
Street, New Terk
40^-415
All Jrvgptti
00.
JOC. **d

SCOTT 6?

This year three granges made exhibits—Paris Grange of South Paris,
West Paris Grange of West Paris, and
Frederick Robie Grange of Otisfield
Gore. Each occupied an allotted space
in the centre of the ball, and was allowed to expand outside of this as much as
desired.
The three displays, while similar, had
their individual characteristics, and were
remarkably uniform, both in the quantity and quality of products shown.
The Parie Grange exhibit was decorated in green and white, and was distinguished by the due proportion assigned to each class of products shown. A
feature of this exhibit worthy of special
mention was a white quilt and chair
cushion, in perfect condition, which were
worked fifty-four years ago by Nancy
Poster Jackson, grandmother of A. K.
Jackson of South Paris. The grange
chose a number of committees to have
to
charge of the work, who all attended
their several duties well. Miss Mattie
arRichards had general charge of the
tistic features.
West Paris Grange decorated Its space
with artistic drapery of royal purple and
white. A very large amount of material
was shown, in which quilts, rugs, etc.,

chicks.

SSHeaïëS
r

arL'e

which
i\\p

crowds watched all tne game·,

undoubtedly

fiAAeon

mark the cose
for this eection.

WEDNESDAY'S

of

MULTITUDE.

Talk about crowd·! Nothing like it
It isn't easy to make a
eras ever seen.
crowd on these spacious grounds, but
Wednesday did it.
Transportation facilities at their beet
were inadequate to handle more than a
small fraction of the people who cam·
in Wednesday morning. Cars came in
with people hanging on by their to··,
and teams and automobiles filled the
Those who couldn't rid·
highways.
walked—and most of them walked.
Each of the trains east and weat,
brought in something like a thousand
from
people, and the rest of the
far and near swelled the crowd beyond
ill telling. The ticket sellers, though
they hustled for all they were worth,
struggled under the load, and the gat·
tenders had all they could do.
There is no doubt that the crowd of

people

was the largest ever seen on
grounds. A conservative estimât·
was
places the number at 12.000, and it
probably larger than that.

Wednesday

these

SOME OF ΤΠΕ BUST ME.V.

"I'm tired," remarked one of th·
trustees, and to the Democrat'· quulsarcastic query as to why, be replied
that there was occasion for it. Certain·
bard, and thev
ly the oflieers worked
have good reason to be satisfied with
the result of their work. President William J. Wheeler, besides hi· responsibilities as the head of the association,
was superintendent of the grounds, and
letting of
personally attended tothethe
thousand and
land to every one of
Vice-Presioue fakers who wanted it.
dent Ilenry D. Hammond was superintendent of the hall, and looked after all

Penmatters there. J. W. Libby, E. W.
C. F. Millett were superin-

ley and

tendents of the cattle department, and
of

T. P. Richardson and E. E. Andrew·
and
the horse department. Secretary
in
Treasurer William 0. Frotbingham,
his oflice at the hall, was of course a sort
would
of bureau of information, and
have been quite busy answering questions if he had had no other duties.
FEEDING THE HUNGRY.
a job to feed twelve or fifteen

It's quite

thousand people, and Wednesday'·
conspicuous. There were a num- crowd pretty severely tested the capacity
Many of
ber of interesting antiquities, one of of the feeding arrangement·.
and
the people brought their lunch
special attractiveness being a wedding
dress over a hundred years old, now
on third page.)
(Continue·!
The
owned by Mrs. Mary A. Stevens.
committee In charge of this was comA. Bird, Mr.
posed of Mr. and Mrs. 0. Mr.
and Mrs.
were

and Mrs. A. J. Abbott,
Charles S. Dudley, J. C. Howe, and Mrs.
Frank Reed.
Frederick Robio Grange used t h! and
white for its decorations. Its exhibit,
wLile perhaps not distinguished by any
was
one particularly striking feature,
notable for the effective arrangement of
its several parts, without massing or
crowding.- The committee which arranged this was Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Millett, Mr. and Mrs. John Ordway, J. II.
Edwards, and Mrs. Ella E. Meserve.
.NOTES ABOUT

THE HALL.

Every mite of space in the hall that
was not occupied by the exhibits proper
—and all departments were well filled—
Bantams.
some advertising exhibit
Ε. E. Witt, Norway, White Leghorn was taken by
wares to
or some dealer having small
chloks.
business in the building was
and
two
sell,
South
pairs
Paris,
W. S. Austin,
about as lively as it was outside.
White Wyandotte chicks.
Fine collections of house plants were
Chester Merrill, South Paris, White
White shown by Mrs. George W. Hobbs, Norand
Rock
Leghorn, Plymouth
Norway,
way, Mrs. T. 1'. Richardson,
Wyandotte chicks.
South Paris. SevE. P. Crockett, South Paris, showed and William Bolton,
handsome lots of cut flowers were
ten pairs of White Plymouth Rock and eral
of alao shown.
Light Brahma fowls and chloks, some
Music in any quantity desired! The
wbloh took premiums at the state fair.
F. A. Sburtleff A
G.
A.
shown
were
phonograph exhibit of and
by
Bronze turkeys
West Paris,
Paris
Sonth
of
Co.,
Fred
Lovejoy, Norway.
Lovejoy and
All sorts of outfits, from
F. A. Parlln, South Paris, six pairs famished it.
were shown, and from
Rhode Island Reds, White Wyandottes, five dollars up,
hundreds of records almost anything
and Barred Plymouth Rocks.
which any one desired.
Buff Orpingtons were shown by Guj conld be selected
varied line of post cards
R. Estes, Norway, and F. H. Bennett, They alao bad a
Bethel.
H. W. Dennison, South Paris, two
pairs Rhode Island Red chicks. Rhodi ι
A. 0. Wheeler, South Paris,
Island Red ohlcks.
Winslow C. Thayer, South Paris, six
pairs of Rhode Island Reds.
Alice Pledge, Norway, Black Minora ι

Γ·".!,onThuîdsy, re.u.ud

on

sale.

When I bave a bath room, I
just like that!" waa the
remark of one woman who saw the outfit abown by L. M. Longley, the Norway
plnmber, and her remarka roused many
echoes. There waa lots of nickel plate,
and aa attractive show It certainly made.
I A. J. Abbott of North Paria showed
"There!

want it to look

No Yellow

Specks,

No lumps of alkali, arc
left In the biscuit or
cakc when raised with
Royal Baking Powder.
The food is made light,
sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and saleratus and sour milk
in making all quickly
risen fool
•0**1 iajuno

mm to., mw v—k.

ESTABLISHED 1833.

ïhc

<0* ford

fiera ocrât,

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

THE DOINdS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
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Atwood

Forbes,

The putlog of the ways ha· come. It
is sad. And we that die daily, dragging
hardest time,
along for months, have the
but we learn that there is real sympathy
at In
among oar kind. They look upon
and look,
pity, give aa a cheering word
all of which
pais along the softer seats,
But it Is sad to say
we
appreciate.
readgood-bye to the Democrat and itsGooders, though for the people's good.
OlLBBBT TlLTON.
bye.

ML

Baptirt Church. Bev. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a.m. Sunday
UUwt ud PrcprltUr*.
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 m.
7 30 r. m. T. P. S. C. E. Tee*aay erenlmf
a. E. Poubs.
Gioboi M. Atwood.
Prayer Meeting Thui»day evenlnga^ ®.Co*·nant Meeting the last Wi'm Tuft» the let
*" not
the month at S "» r. *·
Tiuu ■—SI JO a Tear If paid strictly la advance. Sun-lay of
daughter
M». Ο. H. Clough and
are cordially layltea.
Otherwise $3.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·. otherwise oounected
t'nlven&Uat Church. Sunday School every Christine, who have been visiting Mrs.
ailrertUeineati
All létal
DnirauErN :
Sunday at 10:48 A. M.
I Merritt Parsons the past month, returuare riven three connective Insertion· for I1-3C
their home in Nashua, Ν. H., Wedcontracta
Mr·. Philip Goldberg of New I ed to
Mr.
and
per loch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly advertisI
are at Paria Hill for one week. needay.
York
er·.
Mrs. Freel and Dunham and daughter
can I
Owing to the ihort time that they
I rode to West Sumner Thursday.
Jo· Piorrcra —New type, fast presses, electric
here they will not open their home
be
and
low
workmen
prioei
B· Ltdd °' Biddefordis
power, experienced
but instead board at the White Mountain
combine to make this department of our boat
her sister, Mrs. Lucy Shillings.
visiting
nees complete and popular.
House.
View
Mrs. Mary Worth ley of Portland has
Heed Ellis, of Bowdoin College, waa I
been visiting her brother, Rev. A. W.
the guest of William E. Atwood last I
•IHtiLE COPIE·.
'k® past week, returning home
Single Copies of the Democrat are four centi
Alao Mrs. George Pottle of
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
Mrs. W. B. Lapham is the guest of her I Thursday.
the publisher· or for the convenience of patroni
I Lewiston.
Ex-Got. Perham.
brother,
oi
bees
have
of
lasue
each
placed
jingle copie·
Miss Cleora DeCoster, eldest daughter
Kimball C. Atwood of New York atsale at the following places In the County :
is pursuing
Brooks' Drag Store.
South Pari·,
tended the Oxford County fair and visit- lof Mr. Virgil P. DeCoster,
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
I her studies preparatory for college, at
ed relatives in this village last week.
Noyee* Drug Store.
Norway,
Flora
Sawyer is also
Leslie Bennett and Jonn Lindley went I Leavitt Institute.
Stone'· Drug Store.
at the same institution.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buck Held,
to Orono last week to begin a course at I
A. F. Lewis, Insurance Office
On Wednesday and Thursday Buck field
Pryeburg,
the University of Maine. Bert Stevens
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
Paris Hill,
to the crowd at
of South Paris is clerking at the Paris (contributed liberally
Samuel T. White.
West Paris.
Hill store of F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., for I the county fair.
Lu®y A· sk«»«ng· and Mrs. Chas.
the remainder of the season.
Coming Event*.
took a carriage ride WednesLyman Case has entered a military I Withington
! day to West Paris, returning home in the
Sept. 25, 28, 37 —Androscoggin Valley Pair academy in New York state.
Canton.
The caddies' tournament was played I evening.
Oct. 2—Oxford Pomona Grunge, South Water
Business at the corn factory closed
Herbert
last week at the golf links.
ford.
has been a good season
Oct. 2,3, 4.—West Ox fori Fair, Fryeburg.
Gibbs won first prize and Henry Shaw "«"««day. It
< «et. 2,3.—Oxford Nortli Fair. Andover.
I both for the farmer and for the factory.
second.
Oct. 5,6.—North Waterford Fair.
occurred at the
Miss Gilkey of Portland was a guest at I A very pretty wedding
Tuesday evening when Mr.
Elmhurst over Sunday.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
and Miss Ina Mae
Wiliam E. Atwood goes to Brunswick Pearl Chester Maxim
Rev. A. W. Potthis week where he is enrolled as s I Turner were married by
Will You be One?
I tie. Both bride and groom are among
Notice.
student at Bowdoin College.
and they
2 Notices of Foreclosure.
Mrs. Harry Hall of Woodfords is the I our most popular young people,
Statement Lovell Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
I enter upon their married life with the
at
Mrs.
her
of
Aldrich,
friend,
Kange·.
guest
Crawford Cooking
I best wishes of their many friends.
The Boy Students' Clothing Need*.
Paris Hill.
concert at the Methodist church
Trade Tempters.
Richards and Miss Vlora Richards,
Mr.
the Schubert
Lowney's Chocolate Bonbons.
of California, are guests at S. E. Newell's. Wednesday, Sept. 26, by
Probate Notices.
South Paris, assisted by
3 Notices of Appointment.
Miss Crocker of Minneapolis, Minn., it I Quartette of
is attracting
Lost.
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. M. C. Snow. I Mr. Frank Starbird, reader,
Notice.
and a large attendance
On Saturday <>f this week a ladies' I general attention
2 Petitions for Discharge In Bankruptcy.
tournament will be played at the links. I is expected.
shaw and wife, who were
The tea will be given by Mrs. Thayer
» r;
I called home by the death of his mother,
and Mrs. Pierce.
I Mrs. Z. Wilson Shaw, returned to
West Sumner.
I Geneva, N. YM the home of Mrs. Shaw,
The town has been merry with visiton
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Packard went to I on Friday.
to the annual fair this week.
Young of Jamaica Plain,
Lewiston
Friday of last week, returning I Mrs. Minnie
of
Hon. W. L. Scribner
Springfield
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. W. D.
Saturday.
was the guest of his sister, Mrs. Ο. N.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Pulsifer of Natick, I Athearn.
Bradbury, during the week.
Miss Louise Warren and Mrs. Arthur
are visiting Mrs. Pulsifer's fa- I
Judge il. C. Davis has fully recovered Mass.,
I Cole went to Lewiston Friday, via the
Chandler.
W.
E.
Mr.
his health and is at his office every day. ther,
Alton Fales, who has been at work in Turner trolley.
Street Commissioner Wood ia repairMr. Walter Record paid a visit the past
has returned home.
ing the "dirt sidewalks." These walk! Weld,
I week to his mother at Sabattus.
ill
turr
had
an
has
Ford
Mrs.
C.
N.
are made where owners will not conAugusta
I Mr. Charles R. Whitten of
which was caused by heart trouble.
tribute to the expense of a brick walk.
Mrs. Lydia
as Vas been visiting his mother,
is
Oscar
Chandler
Mrs.
reported
Princt
the
Miss Clara Connor, with
Whitten, the past week. Mr. Whitten is
convalescent.
sm'ers, is visiting at her home in RichBank.
is teach- I cashier of the Augusta Savings
Paris
South
of
Parlin
Millie
mond for two weeks.
Pond District.
Pleasant
in
the
S.
Ζ.
Λing
Β.
of
S
rooms
West
The clothing
Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Bisbee of Rumford
Prince are closed for the fall vacation ol
'melancholy days' coiue round, and
and Wed- I "When
Ι*·»«β fftft brown and red,
No dressmaking done by tht Falls were in town Tuesday
ten days.
I When cora la shocked, and when you add a
nesday.
tiriu during this time.
blanket to your bed,
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus DeCosta, of Hoi- I
The trustees of the Masonic Block are
I When apple·, pared and quartered, are «et In
Mass.. were the guests of Mr I
the «un to dry,
shingling the building. After investigat- brook,
of
8m*Ck your ,,pe and
and Mrs. Warren Lothrop, last week.
ing the various kinds of rooting it w«
Wm. Glover and wife of Livermorc
determined to use tiret class cedai
u a tempting: dlehtoalraoet
Thla
pie
into the Bates house,
shingles as being the beet and cheapest. Falls have moved
some time ago.
(yumI) and then
C. A. Whiteley of New York, brothei which he purchased
Rev. A. C. Brown and wife of Wel<3
of A. M. Whiteley, who died very sud
B
You »tlr up egjce »nd milk and eplce and euirar
I
in town last week.
—oh, my eye!
denly at the home of Charles Evire Fri- were
I
an'1 Umt make"
C. L. Dunham and son Earl have
Mrs.
Dd
re
of
7th,
consumption,
day night, Sept.
where they inturned with the remains to New York gone to Brattleboro, Vt.,
The potato crop is very light.
a few weeks with Mrs, I
Monday. The deceased had beeu suffer- tend to spend
Mr. and Mrs. Joht
The parched earth and shallow streams
ing with the disease for a long time, but Dunham's parents,
need water.
after a visit to the White Mountains Dugan.
killed all tender plants
The S. B. R. Club was entertained bj
considered himself much improved and
Mrs. E. G. Small Thursday afternoon, I and vines.
was on his way home when he stopped
the Good Gray Poet I W. H. Mer row has been visiting relafor a day to see his cousin, Mrs. Evirs Quotations from
Mrs, tives and friends in Casco.
He was forty-nine years of age and ar Walt Whitman: current events,
the
an
article on
W.D. Mills and eon Francis went to
employee of the N. Y., N. H. Jk H. Rail Theresa Brown;redwood trees was read I tbe Poland
Spring House last Sunday.
eucalyptus and
roaid.
The First For
W> Β"βΚδ of Albany was in town
The village streets Wednesday from by Mrs. R. II. Ryerson;
eign Mission, Mrs Geo. Clark; closed I Tuesday.
noon until about four o'clock were a!
music. The I Charles Dunham and wife are visiting
most wholly deserted, maoy of the with vocal and instrumental
will be Oct. 4th.
I relatives in Massachusetts.
business places siuiply closed for some next meeting
E. Payson Philbrook is working for F
While on his way to school with at
time and all took an outing at the "fall
axe in bis hand Howard Curtis, son ol 11. Bean in Manon.
grounds." It was just Sunday.
There was the usual lurnout from this
.John Curtis, fell in such a manner as tc
Henry W. Plummer, formerly of Norcut his knee badly necessitating medica place to the county fair Wednesday.
way, now of Albany, returned from Bos
Miss Octavia J. Grover has gone to
ton the first of the week with a new aid.
Mrs. Geo. Noyes was out driving alone Prospect Hotel, Bethel, to spend the
auto. He drove down with his machinc
winter.
one day last week wheu the bridle be
of which he feels much pleased.
loose. In alighting to fix the
MurPhy has left the employ
Judge Addison E. Merrick of Bethel came
» of the Grand Trunk Co. and is working
one
ankle
Mrs.
bridle
Noyes sprained
and Ε. E. Hastings, Esq., of Fryeburg,
for L. E. Allen.
were at Beal's Hotel Tuesday, Probatf very badly.
Our village school is being taught by
Quite a number from town attendee
Miss EI va Kendall, and the Flat School
Mixtes P. Stiles is confined to his home the fair at South Paris.
by Miss Florence Skillings.
with fever contracted at Sea Girt. Ut
Bryant s Fond.
Mrs. Minnie Philbrook went to Albany
has been sick since his return from that
Over 200 tickets were sold at this eta
Tuesday to visit her sister, Mrs. G. W
place.
tc
Briggs, and from there to attend the
A crew of plasterers will soon be al tion Wednesday, all to people going
county fair.
work on the Whit marsh house making it the fair.
J. B. Farrar's uine months old child ii
ready to occupy this winter.
East Sumner.
with cholera infantum.
The Norway Municipal Court enjoyec dangerously sick
Corn packing practically closed up at
Franklin Grange Field Day at Dear
a large amount of business during the
22.
the Minot Packing Company's shops on
week. Now and then one from the born'» Grove on Saturday, Sept.
and wife have returnee Friday. The amount put up was below
large crowd find his way to the Mu to Amos Chase
the usual quantity. Owing to the large
Lyun.
η ici pal Court; only a few however.
Eugene Hodgdon will sooq move front amount of last year's stock in the marRev. B. S. liideout was elected modhere
house
to
his
new
ket the company did not solicit the acreDanville Junction
erator of the Maine Congregational Con
Mrs. Ansel Dudley will leave the last age so earnestly as in former years,
ference at its annual meeting in Lewis
of the month for California, where shi
Everybody is planning to attend the
ton last week.
winter with her daugh Canton fair, and if the weather continues
Dr. Servilla A. Bennett died at his will stop for the
favorable the attendance will be a record
home in this village Wednesday after tor, Mrs. Dr. Bucknam.
Charles Π. Perham is visiting hii breaker ait it has been at the fairs this
Dr. Bennetl
noon, after a short illness.
Your reporter will
season generally.
daughter in Portland.
was born iu Norway Sept. 27, 18:29, aiui
probably miss attending this exhibition,
received his education in the high schoo
Brownfield.
being away on a trip to the White Mounof Norway, lie attended the Bowdoii
Mrs. John Sands is critically ill, als< 1 tains.
Medical School at Brunswick, gradual
We attended the State Conference of
Mrs. J. Randall.
ing from there in 1S35. Ile was settlec
Wednesday evening there was s > Congregational Churches at Lewiston
at Casco for a short time, then was ai
th< » last week, returning via trolley line to
of
West Minot for three years, and went sociable under the auspices
Circle at town hall.
Turner, thence by stage to Buckfleld,
from there to New Portland. He re Universalis!
Rev. Mr. Banghart of Conway, Ν. H
making a very pleasant trip. The conturned to Norway about a dozen yean
was in this village canvassing for cool : ference sessions were
largely attended
ago. During the war he was a surgeoi
and interesting. The twin cities extendin the Twentieth Maine Regiment, snti books.
is
J
at
The
York
of
New
ed every courtesy.
Elmer Thompson
banquet served
was a member of Harry Rust Post
on Wednesday evening to the ministers
O. A. R., at the time of his detth. Ht Sands'.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Moulton, who apent a and delegates with the post prandial
In religiout
was also an Odd Fellow.
few days with friends in this vicinity speeches was a very happy and lively
matters he was an active Univeroalist
to their home in Boston affair. For good lively agreeable comHe is survived by a wife and one son have returned
Owing to the hot and dry weather ap pany we have found a gathering of
Willis S. Bennett of Charlestown, Mass
almost a failure in this town ministers to be about as jovial as any.
If be had lived, Dr. and Mrs. Bennetl pies will be
We were pleased to noto that Rev. B. S.
would have celebrated their golden wed
Hiram.
Hideout of Norway was the choice of the
week.
of
this
on
Tuesday
ding
Mrs. Ella Jones of Massachusetts if conference for the moderator of the
arete
services
union
religious
Special
her aister, Mrs. Lucy M. Went next sessions to be held in Portland.
be held at the Congregational church be visiting
worth. Her daughter ia with her. W« The conference sounded the right key
The
30.
pastoi
Sept
Sunday,
ginning
second visit tc note on prohibition and the divorce
will be assisted by Rev. C. L. Evarts ol think this is Mrs. Jones'
her native town in thirty-two yean.
question, giving no uncertain sound,
Boston, who is highly spoken of bj
Mrs. Addie F., wife of Ezra Keen, left
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Wadswortl
Evangelist H. L. Gale.
their daughter, Mrs. Arthui home on Friday for a visit to friends in
M. M. Phinney, with his wife and son are visiting
Colcord, in Cornish. Mrs. Wadsworth ii ι Boston and vicinity. Mr. Keen will go
now of Redlands, Cal., is visiting friend*
from a severe illness.
later on.
in town. Mr. Phinney was formerly ii recovering
On Wednesday morning two personi
We can another season go by the trolthe dry goods business here, but hat
cai
a
hand
on
to Bridgton J unction
ley car from Turner to Boston as the
been away from Norway twenty-on* came
ι
with
furioui
road
narrow
on
the
gap between Kennebunk and York
gauge
years, and has not been here before foi
speed, and Heu to the woods. The] Beach will be tilled in.
eleven years.
the burglar· who broke tht
The Veranda Club will meet with Mrs proved to be
Denmark.
Bridgton post office. Some of our citi
Sarah Devine Sept 27th.
watched in the covered bridge, thi 1
Mr. A. D. Fessenden'e steam saw mill
J. Henry Hamlin of Portland, former zens
railroad bridge, and various roads, in th< which was lately moved from Cornish to
ly in business here, was in town las
night, but the crisis came at West Bald Freedom, Ν. H., was destroyed by 6re
week.
win station at 11 t>. M., when Mr. Robin
Tuesday night. Loss about $500.00.
Asaph H. Witham has rented hii
office inspector, and tw<
No insurance.
house in Norway and will go to spent son, post
three
fired
on
sheriffs
burglars :
The corn shop has closed for the seathe winter with his daughter, Agnes D deputy
ant
in
the
was
shot
The
thigh
inspector
The
son with a pack of about 250,000.
Witham, in Portland.
Οι
fled.
the
and
disabled,
burglars
labelers will begin to-day, Friday.
Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Ulrich of Philadel
trail 1
a
Thursday
morning
was
drawn
A.
Thomes
Edward
Mr.
special
phia were here for the fair.
brought Sheriff Penned and a posse ol for the traverse jury for this term.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Blake ο
some twenty, including twelve deputy
new chimney has been put up on
Blake'i
A
Mr.
are
visiting
Philadelphia
We continued the search, aid the Masonic Hall.
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Blake, and othe sheriffs.
of
Davis
Sheriffs
ed by Deputy
Bridg
Mr. Willard H. McKusic is making exrelatives and friends in town.
ton and Fletcher of Hiram.
tensive repair· on hie house.
The summer boarders have about all
Eaal Brownfield.
returned to their homes from this place.
f
Mr. Sidney Smith has gone to FreeThe L. T. L. held a meeting Pride;
According to the best informatioi afternoon.
dom, Ν. H., to rebuild the mill for A.
seasoi
been
the
beat
has
this
>
homi
has
returned
obtainable,
Mrs. Eli Whitney
D. Feesenden.
ever for summer business in the state.
from Hiram.
Hebron.
Mr*. K. A. G. Stickney and daughte:
Levi Turner of Portland has beei
Isabel attended the state W. C. T. U
Miss Nina Glover, who has been in
nominated by Governor Cobb to sue convention at Dexter last week.
Vermont for the summer, got borne last
ceed the late I'ercival Bonney as Judg
There are about fifty students ii week.
of the Cumberland Superior Court
Brownfield High School.
Mrs. Ε. B. Turner, of East Otisfleld, is
the week with Miss Tripp.
The State Board of Trade will meet ii
spending
Eaat Waterford.
and
little
Mrs. Warren Hanscom
and
Thursday
Bangor, Wednesday
North Waterford fair Oct. 5 and β.
daughter Charlotte returned to their
Sept. 26 and 27. Friday forenoon a tri]
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McGorman ο t home in New York last week.
will be made to Stockton and Sears port
Berlin, N. H„ are visiting at Will Mc
Apple buyers are plenty but the crop
Bath
Iroi
of
the
President Hyde
of Baldwins ia small this year.
Gorman's and Dana Berry's.
Works recently said he hoped soon to b<
Rolfe
was
in
las
t
Boston
Ralph Glover lost one of his fine large
Henry O.
able to announce the securing of a nei week on business.
work horses this week.
contract and Bath anxiously awaits th<
Born, the 6th, to the wife of Beroan I
Many went to the fair at South Paris,
announcement
but so far it has failed to bring the usual
Richardson, a daughter.
•
Mrs. Mabel Patterson is selling he rain. Everything is getting very dry
The railroad commissioners have ap
live stock. We believe she intends to g< » and gardens have ripened before their
route
of
Au
the
the
proposed
proved
time.
tq, her old home in Lorell.
ta, Oakland and Waterville Strew
Mrs. Elizabeth Saunders of Massacha
road
to
milei
The
is
be
18
lway.
Wilson's Mills.
setts has been visiting Mrs. Catherin >
long and it is expected that the runnini Chad bourne.
J. A. Buckman of Boston is the guest
time will be fifty minutes. The ooat ο
of his son, J. W. Buckman.
building wiU be about 1250,000. Tbi
James Cilley has been in town the
location meets with almost the universa
Mr. G. H. Persons of Anbnrn is visit past week with his threshing machine.
approval of the property owners alonj
Grain is not as good as last year.
ing Rev. W. H. Forbes.
the route.
7. W. Estabroke of Boston, accomMr. T. G. Kimball vieited hie ton ii
The battleship Georgia, built by thi Shelburne Sunday.
panied by his son, Winthrop, and his
Mr. Win field Newell returned iron wife, were in town Saturday on their
Bath Iron Worka, made her farewell de
Caribou, Parmaeheenee
way to
parture from Bath Thursday, when sh< Caribou Sunday.
Mise Annie Watson returned with hei
Lake, tor a fortnight's outing. They
started for tbe Char leatown navy yard U
came from their home with an auto·
Shi
mother to Portland Sunday.
be put in commission Saturday.
Mrs. Lisxie Richardson went to Port bile, makingoalls around town with the
waa In charge of Capt Charles A. Blai
A. W. Linnell, S. W. Bennett
same.
and a crew from the Bath Iron Worka land and returned Sunday.
Mrs. Earl Jordan has returned iron and G. W. Brooks, guides.
Capt. Richard Davenport, her futur
commander, also waa on board. Aa shi visiting her parents a week in Auburn I Lewis Olson is shingling the town
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Wight are attend hall.
passed down stream, juat at noon, tb
battleship waa saluted by all manner a ing the oounty fair end visiting theii I Lloyd Salt is staying with X. 8. Ban·
net* until he goe· away to aohool.
Meads ia Norway.
«aft
rint
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

Mr. and* Mrs. Elmer Bobbin· from
big crowd from here attended the
oouoty fair, contributing oar share to Connecticut and Mr. and Mn. Leater
were
the festivities. Nearly 300 ticket·
Bessey of North Paris visited at Β. K.
aold from here to go by train, beaides Dow'· the 20th.
those attending by team.
Mrs. George Noyfls was thrown from
The Universalist Society la to bepln the carriage recently while riding to the
regular evening services the first Sunday field. She received a severe shaking op
and many bruises, also has a very lame
In October.
The Good Will Society la to hold a foot as the result of it.
social evening in Good Will Hall WedE. S. Field Is shingling for Β. E. Dow.
Frank Webb has been at work for
nesday evening of this week. ▲ cordial
▲

On the fair ground·,

Mrs. M. E. Shurtleff of Lewiston Is at

WORST FORM OF TORMENT.

lady's hand·

money and
other article·. Return to Democrat
office or to Frank W. Perkin·, South
Paris.

bag, containing

All
town

Oct.
extended to all to attend. John Butterfleld.
There will be a short program of enterNorth Albany.
tainment, and homemade candy will be
F. H. Bennett, wife and grandson,
for sale.
Mr. Nelson Stevens of Trap Corner, visited in Norway this week and took in
who for a long time has been in failing the fair. He exhibited two pairs of buff
health, is now in bed and very siok.
Orpingtons, which took first and seoond
invitation la

a

some

NOTICE.
taxes of 1905 in the
of Paris will be advertised

unpaid

13th.

JACKSON, Collector,

A. H.

Greenwood.

It now seems that we have unwittingly become a subscriber to Wilehire's
Magazine, the September number being
Published
credited to Sept. 1907.
monthly at 200 William Stteet, by the
Wilehire Publishing Company, Ν. Y.
The magazine contains 24 pages and is
devoted to Socialism.
The title page contains a cartoon, entitled "Two Mighty Hunters," the trusts
being represented by a monster coming
out of the jungle and ten fold more hideous than any of the animals described by
the prophet Daniel. His nose is armed
with two horns, on one of which is written "monopoly," and on the other,
"greed." Prostrate under one foot lies
a poor fellow, representing the individual
competitor, while at one corner etands
President Roosevelt with a long string,
saying: "I will tie bim to this great
tree;" while at the opposite corner
stands Col. Bryan, who says: "I will kill
him with my little bow and arrow,"
which he holds in his two hands. All of
which is intended for an object lesson
and probably will serve many for that
purpose.
The retort runner returned home from
Oxford Tuesday night, having been absent a little more than three weeks.
About three hundred and flfty-eight
thousand cans were put up which wae
much below the record of some former
years. He reports heavy frost there but
none here as yet.
Floyd Morgan, who was reported sick
at the Pond last week, was taken to the
Bennett place last Friday in a helpless
condition; but under the skillful care of
Dr. Packard he soon began to convalesce
and Is now able to travel about the
house.
Our company this week were Randall
Herrick, bis mother and little son Ned,
of Patch Mountain.
The election went more favorable than
many expected, all things considered.
Rev. Mr. Spurgeon used to say a lie
would travel ten miles while truth was
putting its boots on; and some thought
it might accomplish its object by getting
that much ahead.
Picking up an old paper recently it
proved to be a copy of the Christian
Herald and contained some very
appropriate remarks in regard to the death of
Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, D D., which
occurred April 12,1Θ02. The article was
entitled, "Into Peace!" and has now
been transferred into a scrap book.
He went out a little while this forenoon with his gun and brought in four
partridges who were so unfortunate as
to get in front of it.
Slowly but surely the forest trees are

Mrs.

says Sam Kendall of Phillipsburg, Kan.,
"just cover it over with Bucklen's Arnica Salve and the Salve will do the rest."
Quickest cure for Burns, Boils, Sores,

rotting badly.

19,

a

pink

orotched shawl. Owner please oommnnlcate with Mrs. Porter Farwell, East

Bethel,

Me.

Newry.

number of the people of this
town Improved the lovely weather this
week in attending the oounty fair. It
will be wonderful If the weather should
continue so nloe for the Mrs to follow.
Austin W. Powers has been 111 for
several weeks. His sister has come from
Gllead to assist in oaring for him.
Mr. Joseph Brooke of Upton died very
suddenly while sitting In a chair Sept.
19. He had been ill for a few days, but

Quite

a

seemed muoh
were
oame

Always Delicious—Pure—
Wholesome—Digestible

better, and the family
greatly enoonraged when death
suddenly through heart failure.

The bereaved family have muoh sympathy from the people.

Λ"

Oae Box will make

highly

as

the

only

cure

and kind that have the "Go" in them.

Young Men's Suits, Overcoats,
Boys'Knee Suits, Overcoats,
Flannel Shirts, collars on, are "It",
Grays, Blues, Fawns, Reds,

Jerseys. Many

Every Sealed Package guaranteed
Fresh and Full Weight

Fancy Boxee and Basket* Ια exclusive

design*—tor

" the»

Qitts

THE WALTER M. LOWNEY CO.
Maker· of Coco· end Chocolate·

BOSTON, MASS.

We have

they 1

Young

Men Do Well

A. H.

JACKSON,

South Paris.

hand wood

who

«

^

powders

surest
never

good

his

as

fumes.

per-

Bankrupt*· Petition

for

the

oven

"Boyproof"
"Boyproof"

Witness tbe Hon. Clabehc* Hal*, Judge
of tbe said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at Fortland, la said District, on the Bad day of Sept.,
A. D. 1906.

[L. S.1

^~

JAMES E. HE WET, Clark.

ïWûrsu.

quote prices
popular

Jane

Hopkins

Norfolk Suits,

we

of

are

hard to beat.

are

$2.50,

4.00, 5.C0

$2.50 and 3.25
$2.75 to 4.50

Children's Vestee Suits,

well made, well trimmed, strong

$25.00

now

F. PLUMMER,

I

FuraUher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

106-3.

BEST YET!

,

We

thing for

$2.50.

the fair.

truthfully say that
is the BEST YET.

can

wear

our

surely

have

If you
of all kinds for all ages and conditions.
will call and see us you will be convinced that
you can save money if you buy your Footwear
us.

Also

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES.
PLEASE CALL AND SEE US.

=

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Successors

Just

to

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
•ι

Smiley

Shoe Store,

NORWAY, MAINE

■

Γ

ν

a

anrnri vi't'

Λ

CO.

Leattier Goods

In tlxe Xew Fall Stylos.

$13.50,

$16.00, $17.00, $1900, $22.00
$8.00.

The Skirts Alone Are Worth This Amount.

Men Wanted.

Men experienced in running dowel machines
and birch saws will find steady employment and

good wages by applying
C. B. CUMMINGS & SONS,

We have ju»t received a large assortment of
25c. to $4.00
Ladle·' Hand Bag·, ....
25c. to $5.00
ladies' Wallet·
25c. to $5.00
Gentlemen's Wallets and Bill Books,
25c. to 11.50
Combination Change and Bill Wallets,
2c. to 50c.
Turses,
25c. to $2.00
Card Case·,
50c. to $2.00
Letter Book·,
25c. to $1.00
Cigar Caaes,
$1.00 to $4.00
Travelling Cases,
New Good· in the Latest Style. Make your selection· while the

•ortmcnt is

as-

complete.
AT THE PHARMACIES <<F

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,

{TOPim· î Haine.

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.
F. A. IHCBTLETr * CO.

F. A. IHUBTLEFF * CO.

ΙιμιΙΙΗιι······!»!*

to

You Need

Plush Robe This Pall.

At Bemle, Me,

•

I have about 65 to select from. I am still selling the single plnsh
robes for $1.50 and $1.75 and the plain double for $>.75.
I have a great variety of fancy double plush robes from $3.00 to

m-iCiU

/Ud has com|
jtlne is a.

$ia.oo.

V

PORTLAND, BANOOR AND AUGUSTA.
Guarantee·, bj Its Poative Petition Quarantj, aucceu to tb· gradual·· of
Cowbi—tlon Goon·. Write (or particular·. F. L. SHAW, Praddaat

fall line of Foot-

We

AN ELEGANT LINE

Those that have been

and

of
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
of
duly surrendered all his property and rights
property, and has fully compiled with all the

requirements of said Acts and of tbe orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed by the Court to nave a full discharge from
all debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 14th day of Sept., A. D. 1906.
DELBERT C. WALKER, Bankrupt.
OBDBiB OF HOTICE THKBBOlf.
Distkxct or Madtk, as.
On this Bad day of Sept., A. D. 1906, on readIt Is—
lag the foregoing petition,That
a hearing be had
Ordered by the Court,
11th
the
same
on
the
day of Oct., A. D.
upon
1908, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock la the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a aewspaper printed la said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors coptes of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

select

early buyer gets
The best styles

few of the

Double Breast Suit»,

31 Market

accurately, not

AH Wool Suits that have been $10.00, $13.50,
close.
$14.00, $15.00 are marked $5.00 to

Bankrupt. )

State of Maine,
In said
represents, that
on the 23rd day of September, 1900, be was

pick.

which

J.

for Illustrated circular.

6 White Eton Suits for

Discharge.
( In Bankruptcy.

DELBERT
County of Oxford, and
District, respectfully

The

line of

to

SUITS

These suits

S. B. & Z, S. Prince's?

)

To tbe Hon. Clasbnck Hale, Judge of the DUtri et Court of the United State* for the District
of Maine:
C. WALKER, of Norway. In the

clothing

go first.
Below
a

superb

a

get

to

for school.

more

SUITS

Pharmacist.

the matter of
DELBERT C. WALKER.

MAINE.

the

over

=

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

In

line ot

from.

Have You Heard About the

only by

Both sold

BROOKS—The

a·

a nice

We have

can

AT

is

Norway.

school

BRUSH CO.

Oven Indicator, tells condition of
affected by smoke or grease.

market.

POWDER

Us.

your boys ready

turner,

night ; Aabestos-BacK Oven, quickest,
baker ever constructed; Cup-Joint Oven Flue·»
leak, economize heat, make hotter oven; Reliable

keepa fire

the

Talcum

$3.

Now is the time

Weymouth

ranges combined:

of

Palmer's

to

READY FOB SCHOOL

Single Damper (patented), worth the price of the range;
lave· fuel,
Improved DocK-Aih Grate (patented),

talcum

on

to

SOUTH PARIS,

of

finest

25c.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

For

the

$3.

Veils, Gloves, Etc.

improve- A
ments than all other g
Have

Send

one

to

HATS

WALKER & PRATT MFG. CO., 31-35 Union St., Boatoa,

buy

$1

Ready-to-wear

(rawfbrd
okin<j-I^nses

week.

can

$2.50.

and serviceable.

bodies held
Lewiston last

You

Come

We have

also run a Cowdrey
lathe.
Apply to Mr.
Hall at 608 Eastern Ave., Maplewood, Mass. SAM'L E. JORDAN

one

to

$1

(2 Stores, )

BM ΓΑΠΑΛ.

Experienced

to

department.

order

Wanted.

First-clase

Good square piano.
condition. Λ bargain.

to

South Paris,

'"""""-"ΙΓβΚΒΤ

For Sale.

.$5

$18.
$10.
$16.

to

F. H. NOYES CO.,

)
ian.
BILL1XG8, [ Id Bankruptcy.
HENDON W. COUSINS, late of Fryebur*, deBankrupt. )
for order to distribute balance
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DU. deaaed ; petition
in his hands presented by Albro R
District
remaining
the
trie* Court of the Catted States for
Jenness, administrator.
of Matne :
ADDI80N E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court.
A LPHONSO J. BILLINGS, of Parla, lu the
of
State
Maine,
and
rL County of Oxford,
D. PA MI, Raylmr.
Id tald District, respectfully represents that
on the 30th day of September, 1906, be was
of
NOTICE.
duly adjudged baokrupt under the Acts
be bas
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
The subscrll>er hereby gives notice that he
rights
duly surrendered all bis property and all
the has been duly appointed executor of the last
of property, and has fully compiled with
will
and testament of
of
orders
the
requirements of said Acts and of
ELLEN W. LORD, late of Lovell,
Court touching his bankruptcy.
the
In
decreed
be
County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
That
he
may
Wherefore he prays,
all having demands against the estate of said deby the Court to have a full discharge from
to present the same for settledebts provable against his estate under said ceased are desired
are
as
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts
makr novment Immediately.
excepted by law from such discharge.
DAVID P. LORD.
Sept. 18th, 1906.
Dated this 1Mb day of Sept., A. D. 1906.
▲LPH0N80 J. BILLINGS, Bankrupt.
NOTICE.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
District of Maine, ss.
been
has
duly appointed executrix of the last
On this 22nd day of Sept., A. D. 1906, od read- will and testament of
ing the foregoing petition. It Is—
B. PERRY, late of Sweden,
CAROLINE
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
K. D.
upon the same on the 12th day of InOct.,
demands
against the estate of said de
having
said Dis1906, before said Court at Portland,
ceased are desired to present the same for settletrict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that no- ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demo- make
payment Immediately.
„„„„„
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
ALICE L. PERRY.
Sept. 18th, 19CC.
tbat all knowo creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
NOTICE.
and show cause, If any they have, why the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That 1ms been duly appointed executor of the last
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred- will and testament of
itors copies ofcald petition and this order, adMARY A. GREENE, late of Paris,
dressed to them at their places of residence as In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
stated.
tonds as the law directs.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge demands against the estate of said deceased are
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port- desired to present the same for settlement,
land, Id said District, on the 22nd day of 8ept., and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
A. D. 190Π.
payment Immediately.
JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
U. HIRAM HEALD.
[L. a.]
Sept. 18th, 1906.
A true copy of petition and order theroon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Id the matter of
ALPHONSO J.

to

Fancy Hosiery, Stylish Shirts, Nobby Neckwear.

PERCY, HARLAND and GLADYS DAMON,
of Pari·, minors; second and final account presented for allowance by Walter L. Gray, guard-

Petition for Discharge.

Bankrupt's

special

Whites.

Something for every face,

Hats, Caps.

found for stomach troubles.

therein named.

Congregational

Fifteen Cents

kinds and colors,
a

$5

$2

Rain Coats,

NANCY Β. EMERY, late of Buckfleld, dece&ieil; win and petition for probate thereof
executor
preset ted by Howard Emery, the
therein named.
ARR1NUTON MASON of Buckfleld, war I;
fourth account presented for allowance by L.
Carroll Mason, guardian.
MARY Ε. SHAW, late of Buckfleld, deceased;
petition that George W. Shaw or rome other
suitable person be appointed administrator pre·
sented by said George W. 8haw, widower.
JOSEPHINE THOMES, late of Buckfleld, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Randolph C. Thomes, the executor

A Happy Hornet

Scalds, Wounds, Piles,
Kheum, Chapped Hands, Sore Feet and
Sore Eyes. Only 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.'s drug store. Guaranteed.
The Maine

it

published

[Chocolate Bonbons|

are

Mr. F. Swan and family of South
Paris visited at J. H. Swan's last week
and attended Bethel fair.
Miss Rose Greenwood is working for
Mrs. Ο. H. Swan.
Mr. Will Sickles was at Z. W. Bart·
lett's last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan visited relatives at South Paris last week and attended the fair.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Bartlett, Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Kimball and many others attended the oounty fair last week.
Miss Amy Bartlett, who is teaching in
the Pettengill School, Rumford Falls,
visited her home here the 22d.
Found at Locke's Mills station Wed-

nesday forenoon, Sept.

)qwKeY's

Eczema, Salt

their annual session in

Every boy or young man attending common school,
academy or college require· special clothing and furnishThen
do.
ings adapted to his needs. Anything won't
to dress like other boys.
wants
and
has
the
too,
pride
boy
We make a special effort to have on hand those styles

for

physician's prescription

Kitatea
Γο ill person» intercet»! In either of the
hereinafter named :
and
▲t a Probate Court, held at Paria, lu
of
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuewiay
one thousand
Sept., In the year of our Lord
matter
The
following
six.
and
aloe hundred
having been presented for tbe acUon thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obukkkd : InThat noUce thereof be given to all persons
to be
terested, by causing a copy of this order
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
at a
Pari», In said County, that they may appear
Probate Court to be held at said Pails, on the
third Tuesday of October, ▲. D. laoe, at β
of the clock In tbe forenoon, and be heard there-

"NAMC ON IVIRV PIKCC"

WELL WORTH TRYING.

"TO CURE A FELON"

Ik Bv Mis' Mi Ik I

PROBATE NOTICK*.

W. II. Brown, the popular pension
attorney of Pittefleld, Vt., says: "Next
>
t a pension, the best thing to get is Dr.
King's New Life Pills." He writes:
"They keep my family in splendid
hoaltb."
Quick cure for Headache,
26c.
Constipation and Biliousness.
Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff à Co.'β
drug store.

Bangor and Portland have each increased their valuation about a million
dollars during the past year.

a

ave ever

At the burning of the

pntting on their prismatic hues, although
Jack Frost is not in it.
East Bethel.
Potatoes are small and some fields

Îraise

Phillips Hotel
Phillips Thursday night, the thirty
guests had some difficulty in escaping,
but all got out, and only one man was
injured. He was somewhat burned.
at

There la no need of telling » peraon
fitb stomach trouble that indigestion
nakes life miserable. The bnrnlng and
pawing feeling In tbe stomach, the sick
rod nervous headaohes, the aleeplessness,
general debility, aching back, apeoks before the eyes, and the nervousness, irriablllty and despondency that comes
rom indlgeatlon, makes life a torment.

STORKS.

BLUE

misebable.

HOW TO CUBE IT.

Happily

prises.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Abbott of South on a hand car on tbe narrow gauge road.
Indications were that tbe men rode on
Paris have moved into L. F. Willis' new
rent on Maple Street. Mr. Abbott is tbe band car to Bridgton Junction,
working for the Paris Manufacturing where the narrow gauge connects with
the Mountain Division of tbo Maine
Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Josiali Bryant from Central, and then went on foot to West
Anderaonville, Georgia, who had been Baldwin, where their tracks were found
visiting their niece, Mrs. W. H. Emery, in the railroad yard.
Post Office Inspector Robinson of
for about a week, went last Thursday to
Portland was immediately notified, and
visit relatives in Bethel.
Mrs. Emery's father; John Bryant, accompanied by a number of officers
who for several years has been a cook in went to tbe Bcene. As it was thought
the lumber camps in the Magalloway that the men had taken to the woods at
region, bas come here to live with his West Baldwin, a watch was kept Weddaughter.
nesday night at the station to see that
Some of our young people enjoyed a tbe men aid not jump a freight train at
corn roast last Friday evening in D. P. that place.
Curtis' pasture.
Shortly before the arrival of the midMr. and Mra. Walter Small of DixSeld night freight, three figures appeared
week.
from the woods. They were surprised
visited here several daye last
The W. C. T. U. will hold its usual by the watch, and a fusillade of shots
fifth Sunday evening union service next was exchanged, during which Inspector
Sunday evening, Sept. 80, at the Free Robinson got a pistol shot through his
Baptist church. An address will be thigh, making only a flesh wound. The
given at this service by Itev. A. K. Bald- three men scattered and were lost in the
win of South Paris. Rev. Mr. Baldwin darkness.
will preach in the morning at the UniThe next chapter begins on the train.
veraaiist church on that date in exchange Although it was thoroughly searched,
with the pastor, Rev. Isabella S. Mac- it appears that tbe men, or a part of
duff, who will be at the morning and them, must have succeeded in boarding
evening eervice at the Congregational it, for later, near Bartlett, Ν. Π., a man
church at South Paris.
was discovered on a flat car loaded with
iron. The brakeman went out after him,
Bethel.
and in attempting to get off he fell beRev. C. N. Gleason and family have tween the cars ana was terribly mangled.
returned, and services were resumod at He was started for the hospital in Portthe Congregational church last Sunday. land on the morning train, but died beMr. and Mrs. Davis Lovejoy returned fore reaching there. He gave his name
from their wedding trip Monday, having as Oscar Brown, but it seems that he
visited Montreal and other cities of had but a few weeks since been a patient
interest.
at tbe Eye and Ear Infirmary under a
Mr. Westerfield, who has spent the different name. Even when told that he
summer in Bethel and Squirrel Island, could live but a short time, he refused
has returned to New York.
to say anything about himself, and said
The corn shop finishod work last Wed- he did not care if be died. There is
little doubt that he was one of the post
nesday, having bad a successful year.
A large delegation attended the Oxford office burglars.
Co. fair the past we<*k.
The others have not yet been located.
Mrs. W. A. Bunting is still ill at the
The man who was killed by falling
home of her parents.
from the train was later identified as
Mr. Charles Farwell, who recently re- John L. Sullivan of Lawrence, Mass.,
is
in
the
turned from
Lewiston,
who has a criminal record. Tbe search
hospital
for his companions has been relaxed.
gaining.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Edwards, re- It is thought that they were on the same
cently from California, have been tour- train and left it at North Conway.
ing the state of Maine in an auto, and
STARVING TO DEATH.
recently spont several days in Bethel
with relatives.
Because her stomach was so weakened
Harry Purington will return to by useless drugging that she could not
Bowdoin College Monday.
eat, Mrs. Mary H. Walters, of St. Clair
Rev. C. N. Gleason was in Lewiston
St., Columbus, O., was literally starving
constate
the
week
attend
to
the past
to death. She writes: "My stomach was
ference of the Congregational churches. so weak from useless
drugs that I could
Bethel people are to have a treat in not
eat, and my nerves so wrecked that
the entertainmout to be given by the I could not
sleep; and not before I was
Marshall sisters, under the auspices of
up to die was I induced to try
The press given
Methodist society.
the
Electric Bitters; with the wonderful renotices are very flattering and no doubt sult that
improvement began at once,
Bethel will give them a large and appre- and a
Best
cure followed."
complete
ciative audience.
Date, Sept. 27, at health Tonic on earth. 50c. Guaranteed
Odeon Hall.
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists.

Lin

makes

itomach troubles called Mi-o-na stomach
ablets, is now for sale by F. ▲. Shurteff A Co., who recommend It as an absoute and complete cure for indigestion
ind all stomach ills. Ml-o-na is not a
amporary relief or a mere digestive,
rake one of the little tablets before meals
for a few days and the digestive organs
irlll be so toued and strengthened that
intend?ou will be able to eat anything
»d for food without fear of Indigestion
ind distress.
Mi-o-na Is so universally successful In
:urlng all forms of stomach weaknessess
hat F. A. Shurtleff & Co. give a signed
guarantee with each 50c. box, that your
remmoney will be refunded unless the
This ceredy gives you satisfaction.
tainly shows their strong faith in tbe
medicine. Many of tbelr cuatomera have
tiaed it with the greatest success and

Lucy Emery returned to her
By error it waa stated last week that home here to-day. She has been in Nor·
Mrs. Julia Benson Tubbs, who is known way for the past few weeks.
Miss Sadie Emery and her cousin,
by many in this vicinity, visited last
It waa Miss Blanche Emery, took in the fair at Norweek at Mr. Tucker's.
who
Mra.
of
Tubbs,
Tubbs, a daughter
way, also John Kimball.
She had just returned from
Abner Kimball sold a nice cow to
was here.
a trip abroad, and went from here to her Arthur Tyler.
home in California to assume her duties
at Bridgton.
in the school where she has a chair in Poet Office Burglars
A burglar hunt has been exciting
English literature.
Mr. Lincoln Holmes and family have western Cumberland County and the
moved into the down stairs rent of the vicinity, and has had some sensational
mill house near the Locke grain mill.
episodes.
The post office at Bridgton was enterJ. H. Cole is helping on the repairs on
the upstairs rent in the Shiirtleff Block. ed early Wednesday morning, tbe safe
Mrs. H. S Gerrish of Lisbon is visit- was blown, and about 9250 in stamps
and $50 in money was secured. The
ing her mother, Mrs. Locke.
Mr. S. Barry Locke, who has spent watchman discovered two men who
much of his summer vacation here, is fired two shots, apparently in the air,
again studying at the college at Orono. and then made their escape from town
J. R. Tucker's.

] ιπ>ΐθητιο5

ttij

JAMES N. FAVOR, ΙΛΛΜΤ"
MICAiam.,

(
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SODTB_PABI&

SOUTH PARIS POST
Odke Hours

OFFICE.

7 30 A. M. to 7 30

Ο RAN d

p.

M.

trunk RAILWAY.

Commencing Juue 17, l'Ati,
TRAINS

LKATK

SOUTH PARIS

51 A. M., daily ; 9:44 Α. M
lioln* lown;east)—4
4.04 p.
dally ; β .1»
,1*1 ν except Suntlay ;

Sunday only.
a. M., dally ; 3 .·« P. ■
Uolng up (werti-lO V7 p.
10:15
M., dally ; 10 r22 J
,1»! except Sun.lay ;
M .Sunday only.
χ

CHVRCHH.

M 1m Mildred Parlin is

in Sumner.

Misa Laura Dean of Buckfield is th<
guest of relatives at S<-:ith Paris.
Dr. J. M. Merchant f Warren, R. I
is a guest at Mrs. A. B. Wilson's.
Mrs. Emerton o! Auburn waa a gueei :
at J. H. Bumpus' during the (air.

Lila Woodbury is visiting hei
sister, Mrs. Burnham, in Portland.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bonney of Sumnei
guests at J. D. Haynea' during the

were

; fair.

Mr. and Mrs.

Natick, Mass.,

Llewellyn

are

Pulsifer ol

visiting relatives in

Rev. A. K. Bald
town.
First Congregational Church,
services, 10 45 a. m an< ,
«tu. Pastor. Preaching
12 M. ; Y. P. 8. C. t
School
Sunday
Howard Giles of North Wayne was a
; ου p.m.;
;
Tuesd-r
on
meeting
00 p. M Church prayer
jt
guest at George M. Giles1 a few days last
ο o'clock. All, not otherwise cod
7
at
evening
Invited.
week.
Betted. are cordially Rev H. A. Clifford. Pastor
Methodist Chtirch.
9 30 A. M.
been
meeting
morning
prayer
Ou Sunday,
j Mrs. Lettie Thayer of Bethel has
service 10:45 Α. Μ., Sabbath Schoc ! the guest of friends in town for the past
urea· h In*
6 15 p. u.
Meeting
worth
League
Γι M Kp
week.
7.1*) p. m. ; prayer meet
eveclug prayer meetlug class meeting,
Krlda;
In* Tuesday eveulng;
Guy W. Farrar will leave this afterevening.
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over for this year.
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Hall.
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R —VV. K. Kimball Post, No. 14>, meets
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dr-t and thirl Saturday evenings
George Frothingham and wife were up
R. Hall.
gioDtn, In ti. A.
from Portland for a few days last week
K. Kimball Relief Corps meets tlrsl
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evenings of each month, Is and attended county fair.
»i, ! tMrd Saturday
Ke.lef Corps Hall.
1 to Oct. 1,
Mr. Harry Stone of Denver, Col., was
1'. f 11.—Paris Orange. from May
during the the
αϊ,eu tlrst and third Saturday;
guest of his mother, Mrs. Miriam
meets every Satur<lay, in
re alnder of the year,
Stone, a few days last week.
tirante Hall.
of
I. o. y. C—Second and fourth Mondays
Frank A. Cummings and daughter of
tm li month.
s
Κ. U. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181, Hartford, Conn., have been guests at C.
t- second and fourth Wednesday evenings
W. Bowker's for a few days.
it

acb month.
of P.—Ilamlln Lodge, No, '11. meets every
Hall.
Fr ay evening at Pythian
of
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Charles K. Elder, Esq., of Boston,
visited relatives here a few days last
week.
was
Mi** Jennie Brown of West Paris
the guest of Mrs. Geo. Robertson during
the fair.

Mr. an«l Mrs. Newton Stanley of South
Portland are the guests of relatives at
iwuth Paris.

of AuMr ami Mrs. John K. Stanley
at C.
burn were here for the fair, guests
W. Bowker's.
a word
V. II. Jackson, collector, has
tax payers in the advert<>

delinquent
tising columns.

I) >u't miss the entertainment by the
Swiss Bell Kingers in New liall Saturday evening, Sept. 21·.

John S Everett, South Paris, 2; half· r
S y oar·, A J à F L Millett, 3; Thaye r
Βϋ β, 2: heifer 2 year·, Thayer Broe, 3
(Continued from first page.)
J S & J H Millett, 1; heifer 1 year
2;
,
tho*
For
on
the
picknicked
grounds.
W G Fieke, North Waterford, 3; A J <S ;
who did not, there were extensive ac
heifer oalvee, Thaye r
Ρ L Millett, 2;
comniodatioae.
The
Congregationa I
A J & F L Millett, 2; J S & J Ε !
Circle of Sooth Paris, the Congregationa Broa, 3;
1.
Circle of Norway, the Universalist Circli , Millett, Norway,
Grade Hereford·—Cow, U A Robbina
of Norway, Twitchell Brothers of 0*
ford, and A. J. Lovejoy of South Parii ι Norway, $5, 3; S Η Millett, Norway, 2 ;
have for some years maintained each ai > heifer 3 years, H A Robbina, 3; S H Mil
1;
eating house on the grounds. This yeai lett, 2; 0 A Richardson, Greenwood,
the Universalist Good Cheer Society ol ! bel fer 2 years, L Ε Bean, Weat Bethel
South Paris was added to the list, anc 3; 8 Η Millett, 2; H A Robbies, 1; heif
provided for the wants of several hun er 1 year, S H Millett, 3; H A Bobbins,
dred people at a new booth. Then it 2; W F Young, Norway, 1; heifer calf,
addition to these places were numeroui L Ε Bean, 3; S H Millett, 2; il A Robtemporary lunoh counters about the bina, 1.
Committee—F. P. Towne, H. M. Fisko.
grounds, and refreshment stands galore,
where more or less substantial food
Grade Jerseys—Cow, Almon Churchill,
might be obtained. During Wednesday'! South Paris, $5; W S Austin, South
dinner period the waiting list was ten Paris, 3; Virgil Dunn, Norway, 2; heifet
deep in front of most of the places, but 3 years, Thayer Broa, Paris, 3; W F
there was plenty of food, and no one had Young, Norway, 2; heifer 2 years, W
heifer 1 year, W F
to go hungry.
F Young, 3, 21;
Young, 3, 2; Walter Knightly, South
PARADE OF PREMIUM STOCK.
Parle, 1; heifer calf, W F Young, 3;
It wa* as usual half an hour or more
Virgil Dunn, 2; Walter Knightly, 1.
and
late about getting organized
started,
Grade Guernseys—Cow, J S & J H
but it was a pretty show when it did get
A S & F L Millett,
off around the track, at half-past ten Millett, Norway, $5;
Norway, 3; H A Robbins, Norway, 2;
W.
C.
With
Cole,
Thursday morning.
heifer 3 year·, J S Λ J Η Millett, 3;
the marshal, in general command, there
heifer 2 years, A J & F L Millett, 3; J
was first a detail of police, then the NorS & J H Millett, 2; heifer 1 year, J S &
Following this oame J H Millett,
way Cadet Band.
3; heifer oalf, J S & J H
two teams carrying the officer· and trus2.
tees of the society, then the prize ani- Millett,
Grade Holstelns-Cow, Benjamin Tuckmals.

teaching ichoo 1 'Τwas the

Largest Ever

>

The most striking feature of it was of
the Hartford etring, twenty yoke
of white faced oxen and steers, every
yoke painted blue, and ribbons fluttering
from nearly every horn.
The procession included one pony
team, eight pairs of work horses, two
pairs of drivers, and twenty-three single
horses, 50 single cattle, and forty-one
yoke of oxen and steers—a total of over
ISO prize animals. They marched once
around the track, and the parade was
course

dismissed.

TUE ANNUAL MEETING.

It took eight minutes to transact the
businees of the annual meeting of the
Ada
Oxford
Henry
County Agricultural Society,
Thayer were married Saturday evening which was called to order by President
at the residence of Kev. J. II. Little.
Wheeler shortly after 1
William J.
afternoon. The attendance
Judge Sanford L. Fojrir of Bath, for- Thursday
was small.
merly of South Paris, was in town a few
Three trustees were elected to succeed
Jays last week aud attended the fair.
Charles F. Millett of Norway, J. *v.
Ε. B. Lunt and family of Waterville Libby οί Hartford, and E. W. Penley of
are visitiug friends here for a few days, Greenwood, whose terms expired this
timing their coming so as to take in the year. The three were unanimously
fair.
elected to succeed themselves.
Tlie term of Henry D. Hammond of
The corn factory finished its run Satalso expired, and
was Paris, vice-president,
than
season
a
better
after
noon,
day
Mr. Hammond stating that he had served
the
was
Xo
corn
injured
by
anticipated.
the society twelve years, declined a refrost.
election. L. E. Mclntire of Waterford
The ladies of the Baptist Society will was elected to succeed him.
serve a harvest supper in the vestry
There was no further business, and
Thursday, Sept. 27th. Price of supper 15 the meeting immediately adjourned.
Carl

Stevens

and

Murphy and their
nephew, Danny Mahoney, of Lewiston,
were guests at J. J. Murphy's through
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel

POLICE

xylophone, musical lyre, etc., etc.,

Morrill.

BUSINESS.

kept.

seasons

vegetables and

farm

crops:

Al-

fred Ε Morse, South Paris, watermelon,
75; the s»me, musk melons, 50; same
citron, 75; Homer D Tubbs, Norway,
muekmelons, 25; Franklin Maxim,
South Parle, onions, three varieties, 75
N|W Bennett, Norway, tomatoes, 50;
R D Gould, Paris, pumpkins, 76; F A
Parlin, South Paris, carrot, 50; F A
Parlin, beets, 75; Β F Cummings, watermelons, 50; the same beets, 25; the same
turnips, 75; J H Bumpus, South Paris,
inuskmelons, 75; the same, tomatoes,
25; W H Tucker, Buck field, citron, 50;
Myrtle Tucker, Buckfleld, onions, 50;
S H Kiigore, Norway, tomatoes, 75; the
same, carrots, 75; the same, beets, 50;
Ε Ρ Crockett, South Paris, pumpkins,
50; the same watermelons, 25; the same,
cabbages, 75; the same cauliflower, 75;
seed corn, W S Austin, South Paris, 12rowed-seed corn, $1; C H Merrill, South
Paris, 50c; Ε Ε Witt, Norway, 8-rowed·
seed corn, 1; A J Abbott, North Paris,
12-rowed-yellow corn, 75; R Ε Bradbury, yellow, 50; V Ε Dunn, Norway,
75; popcorn raised by a boy 15 or less,
11 Raymond Tucker, Buckfleld 1; Frank
Buck, Norway, 75; Archie Guroey,
Hebron, 13 years old, 50; display potatoes, W Η Tucker. 1; Harry Dudley,
Buckfleld, 75; F A Parlin, 75; specimau
of potatoes, Charles Buck, Norway, 50;
J. B. Bumpue, 25; exhibit of seeds,
Frank M Edwards, South Paris, 3; S H

Millett, Norway, 1; domestic sage cheese,
Mrs Calvin Richardson, Norway, 3; Mrs
G W Richardson, West Paris, 2; domestic butter, Mrs Calvin Richardson, 3;
Mrs Orra Bird, West Paris, 2; Mrs W H
Kilgore, Norway, 1; creamery butter,
Oxford Co. Creamery, South Paris, 3;
display creamery butter, Oxford Co.
Creamery, 3. White bread with recipe,
Mrs Hattie C Dean, South Paris, $1; Mrs
C H Brett, Oxford, 50c; Abbie Swan,
South Paris, 25; white bread, girl 15
years or less, Marlon Uaskell, Norway,
11-year-old girl, $1; Ida Dean, South
Paris, 50c; brown bread with recipe,
Mrs H A Swan, South Paris, 1; Abbie
Swan, 50; brown bread, girl 15 years or
less, Alice Brett, Oxford, 1; Ida Dean,

Mr.
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Spofford,

oo£.rewIne

he perfect

each box.

86c.

P.

DeCoater,

South Paris, 15; Grace L Bennett, Norway, 15; doily, Mrs M H Merriam, 25;
Philip Stone, Norway, 15; gratuity, 10;
M S Bubler, North Paris, 10; bureau
scarf, Mrs John Emeley, 50; fancy pillow, Ruth Boslter, South Paris, $1;
Mrs F A McDaniels, Norway, 75; Mrs J
M Lurvey, Bryant's Pond, 50, Mrs M L
Kimball, 25; Mrs L Ε Monk, South Paris, 15; Mildred Scrlbner, Norway, gratuity, 10; Mrs Mary Butters, Nurway, gratuity, 10; Mrs F A McDaniels, grat. 15;
Mrs Ε S Dunham, Hebron, grat. 10; Mrs
W A Uereey, Norway, grat. 10; Hazel
Bioknell, Norway, grat. 10; handkerchiefs, Harriett Bond, Bethel, 50; Mat
tie Richards, South Paris, 25; Mary Ε
Reavey, Norway, 15; Mrs Ε Ν Anderson,
10; pillow slips, M S Bubler, 50; Miss
W S Stearns, Norway, 25; 15; Hardanger
embroidery, Mrs W L Bonney, South
Paris, 50; Mrs J S Wright, 25; eyelet
embroidery, Mrs Elroy Davis, West Paris, 50; Mrs J S Wright, 25; 15; other exhibits, Mrs Mary Batters, picture frame,
10; Mre John Emeley, fancy match
soratchers, 10; shaving case, 10; Mrs
Geo Gibbs, Paris Hill, collection handmade animals, 15; Emma Swan, corsetcover embroidered, 25; shadow embroidery shirt waist, 25; Mrs Ρ R Bradbury,
Norway, over 100 years old, transferred
lace work, 50.

Agricultural Implements-Swivel plow,

A W Walker & Son, South Paris, $2; 1
Laud plow, A W Walker Jk Son, 2; Cum
minus Manufacturing Co., South P..ris,
1 Sulky plow, A W Walker & Son, 3;
2 horeeboe or cultivator, A W Walker
& Son, 50; Harrow, A W Walker & Son,
50; corn planter, A W Walker & Son,
1.50.
Dairy Products and Bread—Domestic
cheese, Mrs D A Watson, Norway, $3;
(iW Richardson, West Paris, 2; S H

V.

Kimball, Norway, 50; centerpiece, FlorEmma Swan,
ence Cross, Norway, 60;
Norway, 25; Mrs J S Wright, 15; Mrs
John Eraeley, South Paris, 15; Mrs Levi
Shedd, Norway, 15; Mra Ε I Spofford,

Parie, 70; Frederick Kobie, Otiefleld
Gore, 65.
Comiuitte—C. S. Hamlin, Mre. Augusta Monroe.

to Haverhill,
Henry Coolidge of Bethel was arrested
Mass., to-day, where he has a good for intoxication, and paid a âne of $5.00
Those who contributed food to the position with the John Hancock Inand costs, amounting to $10.22.
(„> d Cheer dinners on the fair grounds surance Co.
Fred Goodnow paid a One of $5.00 and
will tiuil their plates and other dishes at
50.
Mrs. L. A. Rounds and Mrs. A. K. costs, amounting to about $14.00, for
(iood Cheer Hall.
Baldwin were delegates from the South intoxication.
Canned Goods, Sugar, Syrup, Honey,
of
Benton,
A
C
Richardson,
Fred
Scott
Mr. and Mrs.
Walter E. Frye and Arthur Staples, Devon yearling steers,
Paris church to the state Congregaetc—Beet collection of canned goods,
atto
here
A
were
and
C
lined
2;
were
$10.00
L
Ρ
Richardson,
of
Everett, 3;
4;
formerly South Paris,
Mrs Ο Β Upton, Norway, $5; Mre C C
gational Conference at Lewiston last both of Oxford,
costs each for intoxication, and appealed. Grade Durham calves, H M Fisk, 3; Davie, Oxford, 3; Mre TP Richardson,
teud the fair, guests of Mr. and Mrs. week.
Grade
who
&
Abbott
of
Mechanic
G
Sons,
Bennett.
2;
Cole
B.
Falls,
George
Perley
(•eorge
Norway, 2; Mrs Levi Richardson, NorTickets for The Marshall Sisters, who was
running a game with boards and : Hereford calves, F F Harlow, South way, 1; collection maple sugar, Gertie M
The thermometer went up Friday noon, appear in Xew Hall next Saturday evenballs, was arrested Thursday noon on Paris, 4.
George, Hebron, 1.50; Mre Ο Β Upton,
under an awning on the street, to S9 ing under the auspices of the Good
Committee—W. L. Libby, L. E. Mc- 1· Will Tucker, Buckfield, 75c; collecthe charge of gambling. A hearing was
degrees. That's pretty summery for Cheer, go on sale Tuesday, at 9 a. m., at held in tbe Norway Municipal Court I Intire.
tion maple eyrup, Mre 0 Β Upton, 1.50;
the '.'1st of September.
F. A. ShurtletTs.
Matched cattle—Oxen, Moses Young, Mrs F S Packard, Norway, 1; Archie
Friday afternoon, at which County
Orono
for
the state, East Sumner, |8; Wm Mason, South
Three more boys started
Harry P. King of Portland is spending torney Barnes appeared for defcndaut.
(iurney, Hebron, 75c; collection honey,
Wheeler for
a vacation of two or three weeks at his and Wright &
Friday morning, to enter the University
Paris, 0; oxen under 5 years, Oscar' Mrs W A Hereey, Norway, 1.50.
T.
was
not
John
Herbert The defence was that the game
of Maiue—Stanley M. Wheeler,
j Turner, East Sumner, 0; Laforest
cottage, Singepoie Siding.
Fruit and Flowers—Exhibit of applee,
Harris of Portland has been his guest gambling, as it was a trial of skill and Whitman, South Paris, 4; R Κ Morrill, LG Turner, Buckfield, $0; A J Abbott,
Liodley and Leslie Bennett.
was
Cole
adjudged Norway, 3; steers, 3 years, Oscar Turn- North Paris, 4; exhibit of winter apples,
not of chance.
there for a few days.
This week's fair is at Canton. Next
guilty and took an appeal. V. W. Wil- er, 0; F Τ Pike, Norway, 4;
Β F Cummings, Paris, 4; JobD Κ Everett,
week there are fairs at Fryeburg, AnThe ladies of the Congregational so- liams of Portland, who owned the outYoung, 3; steers 2 years. Oscar Turner, South Parie, 3; Will Tucker, Buckfield,
d· ver and North Waterford, and the last ciety will give their harvest supper aud
and
after
been
also
had
H
A
Carver;
arrested,
Η A. Robins, Norway, 3;
tit,
2· Lyman S Merrill, South Paris, Alexnamed will wind up the fair season.
entertainment Thursday evening, Oct. Cole's conviction he waived examination 5;
East Sumner, 2; yearling steers, Β F ι
ander, 1; W S Auetin, South Paris, Bald11th. Will the members of the social and
at
Conferhis
for
bonds
S
Η
state
the
Millett,
appearance
At
Congregational
gave
j wins, 2; F A Parlin, South Parie, NodGlover, East Sumner, 4;
Kev. A. K. circle please notice date.
F
L
the Supreme Court.
A
J
&
Millett,
ence in I.ewist >n last week,
Norway, 3; calves,
head, 25c, Garden Royal, 25; A Κ JackBaldwin of this place was chosen S'ate
Cards have been sent out for an at
4.
eon, South Parie, Calvert, 50, Northern
THE PREMIUMS AWARDED.
Work. home to be
of
of
the
Young
People's
members
the
to
!
Superintendent
given
Working oxen and beef—Oxen 5 years, Spy, 25, Ben Davie, 25; Β F Cummings,
Mrs. Walter L. Gray in
Statlions—Best stallion, W J Wheeler, towu of Norway, $8; Β F Glover, East, South Parie, Fall Greening, 50, Mcintosh
Ε. N. Anderson has been laid off by Seneca Club by
afterMrs.
Bethel.
of
&
liouor
Hall
Friday
Young,
as
South
work
Hathaway,
Paris,
$15;
his
Sumner, 0; Oscar Turner, East Sumner, Red, 25; Ε W Penley, West Paris, Gold·
illness for a few days from
28, from 8 to 0.
8; Mountain View Stuck Farm, South 4; oxen 4 years, and under 5, D A Wat- ; on Russet, 25, Calvert, 25, Northern Spy,
engineer on the Norway train, and Irvin noon, Sept.
Hall & Young,
3
of Paris, 4; stallion years,
son, Norway, 5; F F Harlow, South 50; A Ο Wheeler, South Paris, Graven!.. Bowkerof Portland has been taking
Mrs. Charles Morse
Mr. and
J Β Robinson, Ox- Parie, 3; Β F Glover, 2; beef oxen, Moses stoiu, 25; M F Holman, Otisfield Gore,
10. stallion 2
his place.
Minneapolis, who came east to accom- ford, 0; W Jyears,
Wheeler, 4; Charles Cur- Young, 6; Lucien Foster, South Paris,' Strawberry, 50, R. I. Greening, 25, Stark,
their daughter, who has entered a!
Mrs. W. B. (Jilbert of Canton and pany
West Paris, 2; stallion 1 year, F L 4; beef cattle less than 5 years, R Κ
25, Wealthy, 50, Ben Davis, 50, Roxbury
school in Massachusetts, are spending a tis,
the
were
Woodfords
of
Jack
W.
Mrs. L.
Bairett, Barrett, 5; Ε G Farnum, Nor- Morrill, 5; A Ε Morse, South Paris, 3; Russet, 50; Frank Richards, South Par's»
Bolster, few days with relatives here.
D.
N.
their
brother,
of
guests
Β F Richards, South Paris, 2.
way, 8.
Alexander, 50, Yellow Bellflower, 50;
There will have to be another town
during the fair. L. W. Jack joined
Whitman, Jesse' Vernon Robinson, West Parie, SherCommittee—Ellis
Colts—3-year old filly or gelding, G S
bills
theiu Wednesday.
more
before
highway
any
meeting
wood's Favorite, 25; Ο Β Upton, NorRecord, Bucktield, $S; W W Maxim C. Howe.
as the money has all been
WalSouth Paris, 0; C M Heald, Bucktield, 4;
Aaron O. Corbett leaves with the can be paid,
Town Teams—Working oxen, Hart- way, Red Russet, 50, Nodhead, 50;
and
in
June
rains
The
of
heavy
expended.
old filly or gelding, J Β Robinson, ford, |20; Norway, 15; Paris, ltt; steers, ; ter Buck, North Norway, Tolman Sweot,
Democrat a curious freak in the form
2-year
cost over StfOO to repair.
Snow apples 2 1-2 inches in diameter, July
Oxford, 0; Mountain View Stock Farm, 3 years old, Hartford, 10; Norway, 7; 50, Wagner, 25, Fameuse, 25; C U
Welch·
and buds and blossoms, from the same
A business meeting of the Ladies' South Paris, 4; L A Wardwell,
steers, 2 years old, Hartford, S; Norway, George, Hebron, American Beauty, 50,
limb of the tree, all picked last Thurs- Social Circle of the Congregational ville, 2; 1-year old filly or gelding, R L 0; Paris, 4; work horses, Norway, 10; ; Pome Royal, 50, Fameuse, 50, Moses
Β Robin- Parie. 8.
Wood, 50, Paradise Sweet, 00, Mcintosh
church will be held after the Wednesday CummingH, South Paris, 5; J
day.
S Turner, Buckfield, Baldthis week. A full at- sou, 3; S RCole, West Paris, 2; 1-year
of sheep not lees than I Red, 50; L
Sheep—Flock
A great success was the firemen's ball evening meeting
W A Hersey, Norway, King of
is desired. Business important. old tiily or gelding or stallion draft bred,
J S Λ J H Millett, Norway, §10; Κ wins, $3;
15,
of last Wednesday evening, sveu beyoud tendance
Virgil Dunn, Norway, 5; A F Jackson, M Everett, Norway, 8; Virgil Dunn, j Tompkins County, 50c. Porter, 50, Κ. 1.
One
the expectations of its promoters.
"The Paris Wanderers," a club conGreening, 50, Hubbardston, 50, Roxbury
Norway, 3. J M Thayer, Paris, 2.
Norway, C; flock of sbeep not less than I
hundred and sixteen couples were in at- sisting of Ethel Howe, Blanche Penley,
Golden
Brood Maree and Sucking Colts— 10, Virgil Dunn, 7; C A Richardson, ! Russet, 25, Orange Specks, 50,
tendance, the music was good, the supper Margaret Stearns and Margie McKenney,
TolBrood uiare with foal by her side, J Β Greenwood, 5; J M Thayer, Parie, 3; Russet, 50; S Roy Edwards, Oxford,
at
was good, and everything was all right.
and
Camp
Sunday
Saturday
spent
man Sweet, 25, Jacobs Sweet, oO, GravView
Mountain
115;
Oxford,
F
W
Noyes,
flock of lambs not than 12,
The affair was absolutely quiet and Packard ou South Pond, Locke's Mills. Kubinson,
2o,
Stock Farm, 8; G S Record, Bucktield, 4; Norway, 10; flock of lambs not than 8 i enstoin, 50, Maun, 25, Hubbardeton,
Maidorderly, ami it was a very eujoyable Jessica Curtis speut Sunday with them.
G
L
F
Barrett,
5;
Barrett,
H
colt,
J
sucking
S
&
5; Cooper's Market, 50, Wagner, 50,
ball"
J
Millett,
Dunn, 7;
Virgil
time. They call it the "first annual
They report a very enjoyable time.
Fall
25,
Harvey,
S Record, 4; J Β Robinson, 3; A J Pen- Li A Richardson, 3; Thoroughbred Down eu'e BlueL·, 50, Stark, 50,
now.
Weet Ρ"'8·
The exodus of fair people and their ley, South Paris, 2; sucking colt, draft buck, J S& J U Millett, 4; C A Rich- Porter, 25; Abbie Penley,
the bred,, George Wesley, Norway, 4; Ralph
25; W W Maxim, South ParΛ Ht»'TV WOflU ΙβΙΙΙΠχ is ιιι»ι, υ» ihii» goods Friday morning made about
ardson, 2; F W Noyes, 1; Thoroughbred I Alexander,
WoodΕ is, Red Astrachan, 50; Herbert
Ε
M
Ε
Harriet Newell, "Aunt Harriet," as she busiest time ever seen around the Grand Ε Flood, Norway, 8.
4;
Everett,
breed,
buck,
any
South Parle, Wealthy, 2o. Colnurse»—
is commonly known. She is 90 years Truulc station here. Au extra baggage
U outs' uriviug aca wor*
Witt, Norway, 2; Grade buck, W II & G worth, of
Β J?
pears, C Η George, $2;
old. Tuesday of last week she rode car was required on the forenoon train Gents' driving horse, J Β Robinson, Ox· H Dunn, Norway, 3; Ε C Wardwell, Ox- lection
Cummings, Paris, Clapp's Favorite, o0c,
from her home in Sumner to the home to take care of the baggage and express, foid, $15; A S Fuller, Oxford, 10; Ν L ford, 2: Ε M Everett, 1.
Frank Richarde, South Parle, Seckel, 50,
of her nephew, L. E. Newell, on Paris and eighteen cars were taken out by the Dyer, Sumner, β; Mountain View Stock
FavorSwine—Chester boar with pedigree, W H Tucker, Buckfield,
Hill, a distance of about ten miles. Wed- local freight train going east.
Farm, South Paris, 4; pair gent's driving
Berkshire
ite, 25. J H Edwarde, Otiettela, Bartlett,
Virgil Dunn, Norway, $5;
nesday she came to South Paris to visit
South Paris firemen wish to horses, Mountain ViewStock Farm, 10; boar with pedigree, C H Brett, Oxford,
The
50; F S Packard, Norway, Bartlett, 25;
her niece, Mrs. J. D. Hayneo, went to
thank the citizens who purchased their A J Peniey, South Paris, 5; greeu horse,
H W Davis, Oxford, 3; Cheater sow W A Hersey, Norway, Lawrence, aO; A
the fair, and wound up the day by fall- tickets to their recent ball, which gave □all A Young, Bethel, 10; pair of work 5;
EdCharles
2;
with pigs, Virgil Dunn, 3,
Κ Jackson, South Paris, Quackenbos
ing otf the piazza in the evening without them more interest in the tire depart- horses over 2500 pounds, George Stevens,
C H plums, 50; Ο Β Upton, Norway, Wickpigs,
Berkshire sow with y
6
serious consequences.
Thursday she ment. One hundred and sixteen couple Waterford, 10; C £ Freeman, Norway, wards, 1;
«ογ3.
bod, SO, Bradshaw, 50; Jessie uuck,
rode back to her home in Sumner. At
A F L Millett, Norway, 6; pair of Brett,
preseut and no sign of any liquor at a 8; A J
Committee—G. W. Richardson, F. P. way, Champion grapes, 50; C Η Brett,
S
J
and
the fair she met an old acquaintance, fair dance is
under,
horses
2i00
work
pounds
complimentary to all presPutnam.
Oxford, Greeu Mountain, 60; S G Bur·
('apt. Benjamin Maxim of this town, who ent and the South Paris Village Corpora- A J 11 Millett, 10; A D Cummings,
W A
0.
S Thayer, nell, South Paris, cranberries, 50;
m nearlyi*2, and had an interesting chat
Winslow
F
W
Norway,
Noyee,
South
Parie,
8;
Poultry—Fowl,
*w.
tion, netting the firemen $19
50. House plauts, Mrs
one pair, 00c; Hersey, peaches,
with him. They were possibly the oldI
R
R
C
Reds,
South
Paris,
A
Her Je—Châties
Pride, Norway, $15;
Mrs Τ Ρ
Advertised letters in South Paris post
est people at the fair, though S. YT. AbWest Paris, Brown George W Hobbs, Norway, $3;
F W Noyes, Norway, 12; C R Peniey, Vernon D Rubinson,
William Bulton,
Ε Lovejoy, Norway, Richardson, Norway, 2;
bott of Kumford, "Uncle Vint," as he office Sept. 24:
Harry
60;
Leghorns,
0.
South
Mrs
C C
Paris,
cut flowers,
White Leg- South Paris, 1;
is known, who was 90 last May, was an
Miss Lillian He&raon.
Committee—R. il. Stetson, C. A. Rick· White Plymouth, $1, R C
Mrs C W Chick, NorMl·» Hazel Lovcjuy.
Oxford,
3;
Davis,
00,
interested spectator of events.
White
Leghorn,
horn, 1, S C
ardson.
Mlts Ell· Graves.
South Paris, 1.
Buff Cochin fowl,
1, Buff Cochin way, 2; William Bolton,
Mi J. W Davis.
Committee—Β. K. Richards, B. L.
Hotel accommodations in the two
Thoroughbred Durhame—Bull 2 years Bantam, 1: Aaron Yeaton, Norway.
Ml»·* UertrU'le L. Davis.
and upward, H M Fiske, North Water·
towns proved utterly unequal to the
Walter Barnes, i.
Par- Swift.
Game Bantam, 1; Will Gates,
Mies Kiutiia Toothacber.
demand during two or three days of the
ford, $8; 11 D Harnden, East Fryeburg, le, 60; C H Merrill, South Parle, Β C
('rochet aod Knit Goods—Stockings,
Mrs. Annie 1). Crosier.
1
bull
L
F
J
&
4;
West
A
Norway,
Millett,
week.
Strangers
rush and jam of fair
0;
Mrs. Maurice Bean.
Bantam, 60; F A Pariln, South Parle, spun aod knit, Mrs Asa Packard,
Η
bull
calf,
Β
(i;
&
J
S
J
Millett,
and
Mr. Lu;U BlaleUell.
wandered the streets by day
by night,
year,
Barred Plymouth Paris, 50o; baod-koit gent's stockings,
60,
White
Wyandottee,
handD Harnden, 8; A J A F L Millett, 2; cow,
and kept the telephone wires warm,
Rocks, 00; Russell Β Swift, West Paris, AbbieS Swan, South Paris, 25; NorBOI.STKR DISTRICT.
A J & F L Millett, β; H D Harnden, 4,
looking for a chance to sleep. It is
F Η Bennett, Bethel, knit lady's hose, Mrs Mary Butters,
White
1;
Leghorn,
H D Harnden, 5; heifer
Mrs Asa Packprobable that most of them found the
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Powers of Hanover 2; heifer 3 yearq,
1 pair 8 C Buff O, 60; H L Borne, Nor- way, 25; geot's mittens,
2 years, J S A J H Millett, 3; H D Harnchance, but it was rather a discouraging were at J. S. Brown's last Wednesday.
White Wy- ard, 25, Myrtle Tucker, Buckfleld, 15;
1
Brahma,
1,
Light
pair
way,
hunt for some of them. The leeson
den, 2, 1; heifer 1 year, H M Fiske, 3; H
G Η Dunn, Norway, Brown gent's gloves, Mrs Asa Packard, 25;
Mrs. Captain Pratt of Orange, N. J., is Ο Harnden, 2; heifer calf, H D Harnden, andot tes, 1;
ought not to be far to seek, for thrifty
Edgar Dnnn, Bantams, 60; lady'· mittens, Mrs Asa Packard, 25;
1;
her
with
Leghorn,
weeks
sister,
a
few
New England people.
W
Everybody who passing
3, 2; AJ&FL Millett, 1.
John C. Twombly, Norway, R I Reds, 1; Abbie S Swan, 15; knit rug, Harriet
Swett.
Walter
Mrs.
Durhas a spare bed might as well get someThoroughbred Herefords-Bull 2 years,
Lovejoy, Barred Plymouth Herrick, Locke's Mills, 75; Beseie
thing for it during the fair, either by
Dr. C. M. Talbot of Portland and S. S Η Millett, Norway, $8; bull 1 year, L Rocks, 1; Ε Ρ Crockett, South Paris, rell, Oxford, 50; Mrs Nancy Whitman,
letting it to the hotels, which would be P. Talbot of Turner were recent guests Β Bean, West Betbel, C; L S Holmes, White Plymouth Rocke, 40. Cbicke, C South Paris, 50; the same, 25; knit slipinit
or
t;lad to get it,
by furnishing
South Paris, 4; bull oalf, L Ε Bean, 3; L Η Brett, Oxford, Plymouth Rocks, 1; pers, M S Bubier, North Paris, 50; Abof their brother, Arthur Talbut.
S Holmes, 2, 1; cow, L Ε Bean, 0; L S Alice Pledge, Norway, Black Minorcae, bie Swan, 25; Emms Swan, Norway, 25;
dependently. And there's more than
Dr. King of Portland spent Sunday
the direct and immediate personal gain
Holmes, 4,2; heifer 3 years, L Ε Bean, 1; Winslow C Thayer, South Paris, R C crochet slippers, Mrs Λ Ο Wheeler,
rehas
here. Dr. King
to be considered. It would be greatly to with his family
heifer 2 years, L Ε Bean, 3, 2; L S Rhode Island Rede, 1, 40c; W S Auetlu, South Paris, 50; crochet lace, Mrs Mary
5;
Sturtevant's
L.
S.
the general advantage of the place to have cently purchased
Holmes, 1; heifer 1 year, L Ε Beao, 3; L South Paris, White Wyandottee, 1; Will Butters, 50; crochet shawl, Philip Stone,
it known that accommodations can be farm.
S Holmes, 2; heifer calf, L S Holmes, 3, Gatee, Parle, 40; F A Parlin, White Norway, 50; Mrs M H Merriam, Norfound for the multitude at such a time as
2.
barred Plymouth Rocke, way, 50; Mrs Levi Shedd, Norway, 25;
Burned.
Basket
H
olden'5
Factory
» fair.
Local pride and loyalty enter into
2 years 60; Rueeell Β Swift, Weet Parle, White Mrs llattie C Dean, 15; crochet doily,
Jerseys—Bull
Thoroughbred
the account.
Farm, Mechanic Leghorne, 1; William F Jackeon, West Mrs W S Stearns, Norway, 25; the same,
UIO KIRK AT OXFORD MONDAY NK1IIT old and upward, Morey
table mats,
Falls, $8, β; Virgil Duon, Norway, 4; Parle, 00; F H Bennett, S C Buff Orping- 15; Mrs Mary Butters, 10;
Two deeds which came in to the Oxor LAST WJCKK.
Mrs
bull 1 year, Morey Farm, 0; W F Young, ton, 1; Vernon D Robinson, Brown Leg- Mrs G W Doughty, West Paris, 50;
ford Registry a few days ago probably
White Leghorne, Mary Butters, 25; tidy, Mrs Ned Cross,
the folFarm
L
Also
4.
Horne,
Morey
a
deed
Norway,
break the record for long-delayed
°?rn··
~
Fire which broke out about 8:.'i0 last
heifer 2 40; G H Dunn, Brown Leghorns, 00; Norway, 50; the same, 25; Mrs Ε I Spoffor registry. They are dated in 1798 and Monday evening, the 17th, destroyed the lowing: bull calf, 3, cow, 6, 4, 2,
Rhode Island Reds, ford, South Paris, 10; Mrs Mary Butters,
heifer 1 year, 3, 2, heifer calf,
2,
3,
acyears,
both
were
at
aad
olden
H
1800 respectively,
basket factory of James L.
R Estes, Norway, Buff Orping- tidy and arm pieces, 10; Bessie Durell,
2.
60;
Guy
3,
before
the
Benja
was
Oct.
1802,
what
4,
knowledged
Oxford. It is not known
Ε Ρ Crockett, White Plymouth 10; the same, 10; the same, 10; Mrs Ned
min Russell, justice of the peace, al
Thoroughbred Guernseys~Bull 2 years tone, 1;
origin of the fire, which when discover1, 60, Light Brahmae, 1, 60, 40; Cross, 10; the same, 10; the same, 10;
Bethel. Both are given by "Thomai ed was in the back end of the npper and upward, J S A J H Millett, Norway, Rocke,
D Η Bean, South Parle, White Wyan- the same, 10; the same, 10. Other exbib
$8; W A Stone, Oxford, 6; heifer calf,
Peabody of a place called Peabody'i story.
dottee, 40, R C Barred Plymouth Rucke, its, Rose Murphy, South Paris, hand2.
Patent in the County of York and Com
The building burned fiercely, and two W A Stone, 3,
40; A G Lovejoy, Norway, turkeys, 1; made flshnet, 15; Philip Stone, Norway,
monwealth of Massachusetts, Yeoman," streams of water, one from the fire enThoroughbred Holsteins—Bull 2 years Fred Lovejoy, Norway, 1.
afghan, 75; Gertie M Bolster, Bryant's
to "John Mason of tbe aforementioned
stationed on the bridge, the other and upwards, Benjamin Tucker, Norway,
gine
Committee—A. E. Shurtleff.
Poud, corset cover, 25; M S Bubier,
Peabody's Patent, Yeoman." The con from a pump in the grist mill, could do $8; bull 1 year, Ε J Hobbs, Norway
North Paris, orocbet undervest, 15; the
6
inchea
feet
is
bull
7
them
of
Oxen—Oxen
thirty-sn : nothing toward saving the building. By Lake, 6; Scott Ο Colby, Paris, 4;
sideration of one
Drawing
same, commode mats, 25; the same, lamp
e<
land
Eaet
of
convey
Sumner,
amount
was
and
the
Moeea
Young,
dollars,
hard w< rk the blacksmith shop
calf, Charles A Pride, Norway, 3; Benja- and over,
mats, 15; the same, crochet lace, 25; the
E^et
Sumner,
®
is oM hnndred acres. The consideratioi ! saved, iJso a pile of lumber.
Η
C
1;
β'0*®1"»
Brett, Oxford,
®·
min Tuoker, 2;
same, 50; Mrs Will Hall, Rutuford Falls,
R
Κ
Morrill,
and
which
6
inchea
of the other ia seventy-eight dollars, an<
A
feet
under,
was
insurance
Benjamin
Charles
Pride,
6;
The
4;7
only $1200,
cow,
mat, 25; Mrs W H Kilgore, Northe land conveyed comprises two parcel is far less than the loss. It is said that Tuoker, 4,2; heifer 3 years, 6; Ε J Norway, 12; Moaei Toung, 8; same, 4: lamp
way Lake, orocbet collar, 50; the same,
amounting to tifty-9even acres, all th there was more than that value in Hobbs, 3; Benjamin Tucker, 2; heifer 2 oxen 7 feet 2 Inchee and under, Oscar oommode mats, 10; Mrs Ned Cross,
parcels being situated in Peabody' finished naskets in the factory, ready for years, Benjamin Tucker, 3, 2; heifer 1 Turner, Eaet Sumner, 10; Β F Glover, 7;
the same, 16; the same, cor2: Charles A Laforeet Whitman, South Parle, 4; oxen apron, 25;
Patent, and on the Androscoggin River shipment.
year, Benjamin Tucker, 3,
set cover, 15; Clara Sohnuer, Norway,
r
owne
Laforeet
the
waa
and
10
Thomas Peabody
Inchea
under,
original
It is yet uncertain whether the faotory Pride, 1; heifer calf, Benjamin Tuoker,
oorset cover, 15.
Whitman, 8; F W Noyee, Norway, 6; J
by grant from Massachusetts of Pea will be rebuilt.
3; Ε J Hobbs, 2; Benjamin Tuoker, 1.
Committee—Mrs. Charles Crosby, Mrs.
Β F
The
old
Qilead.
now
ateere,
A
gran
Patent,
i
Sturtevant,
4;
8-year
body's
E. W. Penley.
Thoroughbred Ayrshires—Bull,
ο
Waterford,
the
North
waa
H
W
Fieke,
John
Glover,
grandfather
Mason,
β;
tee,
College Men's Meeting.
years and upwards, C S Hayes, Oxford,
Tur°er· 2ï 2-y®M 0,d «teers,
Mrs. J. Hastings Bean, wife of th j
Η A G H Dunn, Nor
Quilts, Spreads and Comforters—Best
u
The date of the college graduate· >8; bull 1 year, W
The lan< 1
Robbina, Norway, 6; Almon Church- silk quilt, Mrs F C Lowe, North Paris,
preeent register of deeds.
ii way, β; Benj Tucker, Norway, 4; Β M m.
from
4th,
Sept.
Β
PenA ill, South Parle, 4; 1-year olde, C
$1. Mrs Rosetta Ryerson, West Sumner,
conveyed by these deeds comprises th » meeting, postponed
25th. The piaoe of meet Greely, West Parle, 2; bull calf, W H
South Parle, 5; Β F Glover, 8; Ο Β 756; Mr> Ε I Spofford, South Paris, 50;
hoae farm, on which John Mason sel Tuesday, Sept.
Andrews G H Dunn, 3, 2; cow, Benj Tucker, β ley,
Hotel
to
been
has
changed
1
ii
Moeee
Young,
ing
2
Turner, 1; eweepetakee,
tied, which haa ever since remained
log cabin quilt, Mrs Asa Packard, West
The party will sit dowi W H A G|H Dunn, 4; Benj Tucker,
Sumner 12; aame 12; Ο Κ Turner, θ. Paris, 75; patchwork quilt, Mrs Ε ί
the family, and is now occupied by hi t South Paris.
heifer 3 years, WHÀ6H Dunn, 5, 8 Eaet
at
8:30.
table
the
to
waa
recent
Buckfleld,
It
Committee—Ο. G. Tamer,
South Paris, 75o. Mrs A M
grandson, M. M. Maaon.
heifer 2 years, WH A G H Dunn, 8
Clara
ly discovered that these deeda had neve TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAI heifer 1 year, W H A G H Dunn, 3 ; J. P. Penley, South Parle.
Whitman, South Paris, 50;
cot
it
waa
com·
and
been recorded,
though
Horaea lo
heifer oalf, Β M Greely, 8; W H A G Ε
pairs, Sohnuer, Norway, 25; patchwork
sidered that it waa really not neoessar f Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets
Ρ
Τ
Norway,
Richardson,
Mrs
Norforter,
2,1.
AJAFL
Dunn,
Millett,
and
to
2800
ander,
to have them recorded, it waa decide 1 Druggists refund money if it fails
H Kilgore, Norway, 25;
Grade Durhams—Cow, Thayer Bros way, $12; George Prootor, Perla, 8; F W 50; Mm W
to do it so that the record of title migb * core. K. W. Grove's signature is 01
Lake, 15; outL
Parla, $0; A J A F L MiUatt, Norway, 8 «W Norway, β; horaee lo palra, 2400 Grace Kilgore, Norway

Sept. -!'th.

Committee—Mra.

Buck field, Mra. Barnum Junea, North
Auburn.
Abbie
Needl work- -Hand
aewing,
Swan, 8outb Paria, 50c; patchwork, girl
not over 10 years, Bertha Penley, West
Patis, 25; art embroidery, Mrs Η Β Wilson, South Paria, 50; Mrs J S Wright,
South Paris, 25; battenburg, Mrs Ralph
Trask, Norway, 75; Mrs Ο Κ Yates,
West Paris, 50; Mrs G H Merriam, Norway, 25; tatted work, Mrs M H Merriam, 50; the same 25; drawn work, Mrs
£ Ν Anderson, South Paris, 25; Mrs M
S Bubler, North Paris, 15, Mrs Ralph
Trask, 15; Mrs J S Wright, 10; Mrs M L

Grade Ayreshires—Cow, Grant C Royal, Paris, $5: W H & G H Dunn, Norway, Kiigore, 2.
3,2. Gratuity of $2 recommended to
(jr&Dge ΛΧϋΐϋΗ—r»riB ureugo, ouuiu
George Chapman. Heifer 3 years, W H Parie, $75; West Parie Grange, West

South Paris, 2; yearling
steers, H A Bobbins, 4; steei calves, H
A Robbine, 3; S H Millett, Norway, 2;
Grade Durham 3-years-old steers, H M
Pisk, North Waterford, 5; Muses Young,
3; George G Abbott <& Sons, Norway, 2;
Grade Hereford 3-year-olds, L F Everett,
West Paris, 6; Carroll Russell, East
Sumner, 3; Grade Holstein 3-year-olds,
Walter Buck, Norway, 5; Grade Devon
3-year-olds, Miss Maud R Tyler, North
Paris, 5; Grade Hereford 2-year-olds,
Musas Youug, 4; S H Millett, 3; L F
Everett, 2; Grade Holstein 2-year-olds,
C H Brett, Oxford, 4; Grade Devon 2year olds, Fred Ε Stevens, North Paris,
4; C A Richardson, Greenwood, 3;
Grade Durham yearlings, H M Fisk, 4;
F Τ Pike, Norway, 3; Grade Hereford!
yearlings, Oscar Turner, 4; S Η Millett,1
3; CR Penley, South Paris, 2; Grade

Very quiet

was

Ε J Hobba, 1; heifer 2 years, Grant C.
Royal, South Paris, 3; Benjamin Tucker, 2; J F Swain, Norway, 1; heifer 1
year, Benjamin Tucker, 3; Charles A
Pride, Norway, 2; £ J Hobbs, 1; heifer
calf, Ε J Hobbe, 3.
Committee—C. S. Mclntire, Arthur F.

Churchill,

and orderly was the immense crowd, and there was no disturbThere
ance to be an offence to any one.
Joe are you going Sept. 29th'.' You the fair.
were a few arrests for intoxication,
bet. 1 won't miss that if I don't go to
will
almost
as
The notice in last week's Democrat largely of old offenders,
another show this year.
concerning the sale at the M. £. church always be the case when such a number
instruments,
musical
of
λ line medley
should have read Oct. 2d instead of are assembled. Only one sale of liquor
a strict watch
was charged, although
cello, piano, silver Swiss bells, sleigh Νυν. 2d.
bells,

Ε J

& G H Dunn, 3; heifer 2 years, W H &
G H Dunn, 3, 2; heifer calf, Benjamio
Kueselt, West Paris, 3.
Grade Devons—Cow, Ο Κ Clifford,
South Paris, $5; Aimon Churchill, South
Paris, 3; heifer 3 years, C. A. Richardson, Greenwood, 3; C R Penley, South
Paris, 2; heifer 2 years, L F Everett,
West Paris, 3; C A Richardson, 2, C R
Penley, 1; heifer calf, C A Richardson,
3, 2.
Steers—Steers 3 years old, Β F Glover,
East Sumner, $0; Moses Young, East
Sumner, 5; steers 2 years, H A Rubbing,
Norway, 5; Moses Youog, 3; Almon

Miss

cents.

Norway, $5; Ε J Hobba, Norway, 3;
Hobbe, Norway, 3; W S Austin,
South Paris, 2; heifer 3 years, Benjamin
Tucker, 3; A Ε Morse, South Paris, 2
er,

2-Year-Old Colt Stake. Pun· #75.
line quilt, Nellte Turner, Bnokfleld, 60
1 1
Robinson
Mary F Stearns, Weat Paria, 26c; bed I Muterpleoe,
1 «
Fedllo·, Twuldle,
5 I
apreada, Emma Swan, Norway, $1; Bedna. roster
S
S
drawn rug, Mr· Ε I Spoflord, South Par- Roxa Nelson. Ruuell
4 4
ia, 1; Mra Harriet N. Herrlck, Locke's Marcus, Heaid
Time, 130,1:18 8-4,1:19.
Mills, 75; Mra Aaron Page, Norway, 60;
3 35 CLASS, TROT ΑΧΟ PACE. PDMI $130.
Mra Calvin Rlobardaou, Norway, 16;
braided rug, Mra Aaron Page, Norway, Northland Logic, cb. m., Wm. Gregg, 1 1
Andover,
50; tbe same, 26; Mra M H Merriam, Warwick Boy, ch. s., Ε. Ν. Hntcblna,
I 8
Lewlston
Norway, 16.
L. X. Faunoe, Mechanic

and under, Waiter Β Penley, Greenwood,
10, R Κ Morrill, 8; Dana Β Heald, Buckfield, 6; sweepstakes. A F Jackeon, Norway, 12; A J A F L Millett, 10; C S
Mitchell, Cantun, 8; horses in paire,
2600and under, F W Noyes, 10; George
Proctor, 8; R Κ Morrill, 0.
Vegetables and Farm Crops—Beat
assortment field crops and garden vegetables, G H Porter, South Paris, 98; C G
French, Norway, 5; W H Porter, Norway, 3; best display of squash, Ε Ρ
Crockett, South Paris, 75 cents; Η Ε
Lovejoy Norway, 50; Β F Cummings,
Paris, 25; (or best squash, Ν W Bennett,
Norway, 50; R D Gould, Paris, 25; this

raiuuugo—ϋοοι

un

|imuuug

u&io·

iu

u

Kimball, Norway, *5; Mrs. Cullinan,
3; Norway, Mrs. C £ Ilowe, South Paris,
Best water color, Rose Murphy,
2.
South Paris, 3; Marguerite Swan, South

Paris, 2; Mary E. Keavey, Norway, 1.
Best crayoD, Mrs. M. H. Merriam, NorDrawing by child under 14,
way, 3.
Ruth Bean, Norway 2.
Committee—Mrs. Δ. J. Stearns.
Miscellaneous—Curiosities, Rev. £. 0.
Taylor, Paris Hill, handmade Swiss cot·
:age, $1; the same, canoe, 1; Mrs. Mary
Butters, Norway, vases, ûOc; the same,
>ld sugar bowl, $1; the same, set of
ihell necklace and bracelets, 10c; spun
Olive
I jlass, 10c; picture frames, 50c;
stone, Norway, popcorn stalks, raised
>y girl of five years, 25c.
Committee—J. £. Kenney, Mrs. J. £.

Trade Tempters.

1

4
9
3
β

than
Coati and Suite are shown in a greater variety of texture· and >colora
have
before and we are calling jour attention to tbe moat attractive line we
ever carried.
Ladies1 Coats of black Broadcloth, 50 inches long, oollar and onfla of blank
118.00
velvet and braid, lined throughout with light grey "Skinner" satin,
ever

1
9

Flashlight, ch. e.,
8 9 8
Fills
J am m Pledge,
Donald Boone, blk
Ladies' Coats of black Kersey, 48 inches long, box plait down back, tri··
4 4 4
Norway
116.00
Time, 9 37 8-4,3 34 14, 2 3514.
med with velvet and straps of its own material,
9 .-97 CLASS, TROT OR PACK. PORSK $900.
three
semi-fltted,
50
inch,
of
dark
Ladies' Coats
grey Herring-bone weave,
Bob Helton, b. g., P. L. Barrett, Barrett,.1 1
of garment,
Wallace H., b. g.. O. L. Davis, East
straps of ita own material in back and two in front extending length
9

8omervllle, Man·

β

«12.60

9

Onlda, b. m., Β P. Brown, Groveton, N.H. 8 9 5
Bed Elm Boy, b. ■., P. H. Wilkinson,
4 8 8
Groveton. Ν. Η
Joe Wheeler, ch. ■., P. H.TlbbetU, Bum
5 4 4
ford Pall·
Northland Carolyn, b. m., Wm. Gregg,
8 5 8
Andover
Β. Ο. Jordan,
ElMe Lamolne, b. m
..ds
Buckfleld,....
Time, 9 311-2,2 351-9,9 34 1-4.
FREK-FOR-ALL, TROT AND PACK. PURSK $250.
JoeB. Nelson, b.s.,Wm. Gregg, A ndover.l 1 1
Prank 8., b. β., B. J. Klrby, Watervllle....4 9 2
Cousin Madge, bl. m., N. J. Ροκ, Cornish,2 5 8
Ravenna wllkes, b. m., I. R. Morrill,
5 8 3
Brunswick,
Gen. FUke, b. g., M. A. Nevln·, Boston,..8 4 4
Belle Perrln, b. m., Geo. W. Batcbelder,
β 7 5
Rockland,
Cora, b. in., John G. Sawyer. Portland,...; β 7
Time, 9 31 3-4,9:17 14,2:16.

Ladies' Coats of grey mixtures, 42 Inches long, empire back, collar and cuffs

19.00
.......
braid,
ita
of
trimmed
with
strape
mixtures,
empire style,
light
18.60
material and green velvet buttons with green velvet oollar and cuffs,

of grey velvet and

Misses' Coats of

own

Misses' Coats In mixtures for

NOTES.

They go easy, and they don't I
go upside down!" said the little girl who
"See!

j

In a booth beside the hall, the mérite
of Paroid and other brands of roofing
were demonstrated by S. P. Maxim &
Son, the agents. They have already
sold a large amount of this material,
and their sales are increasing.

It's all right for a man to speak hie
mind and make it strong, but what'* the
use of all the unnecessary profanity that
pollutes the air? There's altogether too
much of it—in fact, any is too much.
It's against the law, even though nobody pays any attention to the law.
And moreover, it is in bad taste, an
offence to the ears, and an infrlngment
of the right to decent treatment of

Norway, Maine.

hearing.

It would be a good plan if exhibitors
would put their entry tags somewhere
so that people may know what and
whose they are looking at, now that the
antiquated plan of marking the tags only j
by number has been done away. Most I
of thom do it, to be sure, but some of
them don't; and to look at some line appearing cattle or other stock with no
means of identifying it except a chalk
mark on the pen or the stall which says
Kenney.
"Jones 1906," or simply "1006," is rather
Merrill
and
Pianos—Poole,
Carpenter unsatisfactory to those who would like
pianos, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris, $1. to know something about it.
Baby Show—Babies 15 months and
Although numerous automobiles were
inder, Margaret, daughter of L A West, running about among the crowd every
south Paris, $6; Annie, daughter of Β day, the only runaway accident during
il CJreely, West Paris, 5; Lois E, daugh- the fair was
apparently caused by a drifttier:er of Edwin Marston, Norway, 4;
ing piece of paper. George 6. Twitched ;
West
of
Edgar Wood,
:rude, daughter
of South Paris had his horse and phaeton !
Paris, 3; Albert, son of J W Chesbro, hitched at the track fence Thursday j
south Paris, 2; Arlan N, son of Ε Ν Litand had fed the horse, when begot ι
Babies '"> noon,
lefleld, South Paris, 1.
scared, broke his halter, and started. !
nontbs to 2 years of age, Nina Webber, Prank W. Perkins and wife of South :
M3; Winona, daughter of A A Noyes, Paris were sitting in the carriage to rest
iVest Paris, 5 ; Marjorie A, daughter of at the time.
Both were thrown out.
Charles Edwards, South Paris, 4; Glen- Mr. Perkins was somewhat injured,
Π
W
Starbird, Norway, though not seriously, but Mrs. Perkins
ia, daughter of
1 I;
Helen E, daughter of Arthur Taillon, had three ribs and a finger broken. The
Born
ice, daughter of L 0 horse went across the grounds and out
Norway, 2;
Crosby, South Paris, 1.
at the entrance gate. He took a circle
around the Catholic church across the
TIIE RACES.
street, and in the course of it struck a
If you have any doubt that the chief
which removed most of the carittraclion of a fair with a very large pole,
except the front wheels. Striking
riage
take
lumber of people is the racing, just
out for South Paris, he took a winding
ι look at the grand stand when this
course, and landed in Fogg's stable,
eature is on. The throng that pay an
slightly scratched, but otherwise all
do
not
stand
ixtra fee to get on to the
right.
the
for
>art with their money except
intertainment it buys, and out of that
THE BREATH OF LIFE.
>ig crowd if there was one who went
It's a significant fact that the strongworth
full
that
the
money's
iway feeling
est animal of its size, the gorilla, also
>f entertainment bad not been furnished,
Powerful lungs
has the largest lungs.
he Democrat did not meet that party.
means powerful creatures. How to keep
)n the contrary the words of commend·
the breathing organs right should be !
ition of the races as well as of the fair in
man's chiefest study. Like thousands
general were unstinted.
of others, Mrs. Ora A. Stephens of Port
recordfair—a
Certainly it was a great
Williams, 0., has learned how to do this.
leaking event—and no small part of She writes: "Three bottles of Dr. King's
to
races.
was
the
Owing
he attraction
New Discovery stopped my cough of two
he long continued dry weather the
friends j
years and cnred me of what my
than
and
usual,
loose
was
slower
rack
thought consumption. 0, it's grand for j!
ret this did not prevent great speed as throat and
lung troubles." Guaranteed
he track record was broken even under
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., druggists. [
heat of by
hese circumstances. Every
Price ûOc. and $1. Trial bottle free.
ivery race was a good one, with large
in
Dr. I
lelds of starters and hot contests
Glasses on weekly payments.
vhich every horse was driven to win; Parm^nter. Read την ad.
not
were
there
ind while it is true that
heat races as sometimes,
is many split
Mother Gray's Sweet Powder* for Children,
( ;he races were close enough to be inuse·! by Mother Oray, nurse In the !
SuccessfullyHome
In New York. Cure Feverish· |
Children's
vesting and exciting.
Teething Disorders, move
The blood of that grand old Maine ness, BhiI Stomach,
the Bowels and Destroy Worms.
and
regulate
Northern
"the
King,"
avorite—Nelson,
Over 30,000 testimonials
They neverJail. At all
ind of the great Maine brood mare druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
•Josie," owned by F. L. Barrett of Sum· 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
Joe B.
jcr, was shown to advantage in
A Certain Cure for Aching Feet.
kelson, winner of the free-for-all in 2:1β,
Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder; cures Tired,
ind his own brother, Bob Nelson, winSweating, Swollen feet. Sample sent
A year- Aching,also
ler of the '27 class in 2:21 1-2.
sample of Foot-Ease Sanitary
FREE,
mare
Cobx-Pad, a new Invention. Address, Allen s.
ing stallion from the same brood
Le
Roy, Ν. Y.
Olmsted,
also
given
ind sired by Westland was

BOYS' FALL SUITS.

j

:iie orne rioooa.

To that veteran and always popular
Born.
rainer and driver, William Gregg of
the
come
occasion
on
this
has
A.ndover,
In South Paris, Sept. 10, to the wife of W. R.
well earned honor of piloting the win- Alien, a son.
In Paris, Sept. 30, to the wife of Rawson Tufts,
ners in four of the five races in which he
a daughter.
started. From the days of his developIn East Waterford, Sept. 6, to the wife of
ing and driving to a record of Gypsy M., Bernard Richardson, a daughter.
of
In North Fryeburg, Sept. 13, to the wife
2:13 1-4, Louise 6., 2:14 as a three-yearAlbert Wiley, a son.
BIek
Will
of
wife
>ld, Norland, 2:22 1-4, and many other In Norway,
to
the
Sept. 16,
fast onos down to this present season nell, a daughter, Zllpha May.
In Mexico, Sept. 17, to the wife of William
when he marked Alclaymont in 2:18 1-4,
a son.
find the little four-year-old, Northland Virgin,
In Mexico, Sept. 15, to the wife of Hermon
Logic, in 2:23 1-4 at Bethel, and won Martinson, a son.
In East Bethel, Sept. 16, to the wife of tieorge
with her three first moneys at Bethel
a
»nd Paris, Mr. Gregg has maintained a Swan, daughter.
for "riding in front" in the

reputation

Married.

new suits to show you.
worth
distinguish XtragooD
Outside appearance and inside
This
superiority is due to
from all other boys' clothing.
to the style
and
woolens
the
linings,
the better value of
honest tailoring.
the
to
and
the
into
garments
and taste put
of suits for little
Boys' Russian, Norfolk and other styles
Boys' long trouser suits all grades
fellows, $2 to $6.

An

tine assortment of

unusually

from

$5

to

$12.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

Ν. Dayton Bolster & Oo.

Class,

1 1
2 3
S 2
4 5
5 4
die.
dla.

Claaa, Trot and Pace. Purse $100.
1
Trlxy 8., Mctcalf
2
Olive Star, Hudson
S
Northland Carolyn, Gregg
β
Baroness Hngenot, ttoblnson,
3
Audubon, Davis
4
Warwick Boy, Hutchlns
Time, 2 M 1-4, 2:28 1-4,2 .*28 14.

1
2
3
4
5

Billings,

Gal.
2 Gal.
Quarts, 1.00
3 Gal.
1-2 Gal.
1.25
4 Gal.
Mason.
5 Gal
60c. per doz. 6 Gal.
Pints,
Pure white
Quarts, 65c.
$ .90 per do1.

Pints,

1-2

formerly

KILLS CATARRHAL GERMS.
HYOMKl'S

HEALING AIR REACHES EVERY

NOSE, THROAT AND LUNGS.
Hyomel ia the only scientific and
thorough way to care catarrh. Stomach
dosing doe· not reach the catarrhal germs
in the air passages and cannot possibly
drive them from the system. By breathair medicated with Hyomei the germs
Γ ART OF

2 Λ0

1
2
4
3
β
β

1
4
2
3
β
5

Stone Jars.

Jars.

Lightning

In South Paris, 8ept. 22, by Rev. J. H. Little,
Mr. Carl H. Stevens and Miss Ada Thayer, both

Pratt Billings, wife of S. K.
of Oxford, aged 41 years.

Preserving Pots.

Fruit Jars and

Rev. A. W. Pottle,
0iInSBuckfleld.Maxim
Sept. 19, byMl»·
Ina M. Turner,
and
Mr. Pearl C.
The
Buckfield.
result.
both of
The summary tells the
great Oxford County bred horse, Joe B.
Nelson, bred by P. L. Barrett of Sumner,
Died.
owned by K. C. Atwood of New York,
of
Ândover,
Wm.
and driven by
II.
Gregg
In Sedro-Wooley, Wash., Sept. 16, John
winning in straight heats,' reducing the Dudley, formerly of Paris, aged 49 years, 3
track record to 2:10, and, on a slow balf- n.ontbs, 5 days.
Mr.
In South Paris, Sept. 13, Almon, son of
tnile track coming within two and a half
and lire. Henry Kerr, aged 1 month, 24 days.
Reconds of his own record made at the
In Norway, Sept 19, Dr. 8ervllla A. Bennett,
77 years.
Empire track, New York,—one of thea aged
In UptoD, Sept. 19, Joseph Brooks.
finest mile tracks in the world,—was
New
In Norway, Sept. 7, A. M. Whlteley of
as
him
great performance, and stamps
York, aged 49 years
B.
James
Poland,
Mrs.
that
horses
race
In
7,
Pigeon Hill, Sept.
one of the greatest
60 years.
Maine has ever produced—in fact, a aged
TrumIn KMt Denmark, Sept. 14, Mrs. Olive
sire.
his
of
distinguished
worthy son
bull.
Mrs. Evelyn
Mass.,
Sept.
11,
In
Newtonvllle,
Trot and Pace. Pane $200.
2 .-20

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Gal.

83c.

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

jar rings

10

cents per dozen.
SQUAHX1,

employ-

We

are

ready to do all kinds of

Carriage Work.
Wood, Iron and Painting.

Plows and

repairs constantly
of work

by
Ε.

on

usually

H.

MELLEN

Castings

hand.

done at

F.

Foundry

a

of all kinds made to order.

carpenter's shop

will be attend

MUZZY.

MARSHALL
J.

CUMMINGS.

painting by

JULIUS A.

guarantee

85c.

equipped

H.

in an
Co. would not give their personal guarantee In this manner unless they had
perfect confidence in the value of Hyo< I
mel.

75c.

school of
training the Mat*
ConblMd
of Maine. To all graduâtes of the
course we guarani·· a position or r*tmm4
one-half of the tuition money. Find
at·
ment by which «tudenta can pay board while
Send for illustrated catalogue.
^ tending achool.
Addr«M. BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE. UwMm, IU

ing

of merit than any claim that can be made
advertisement. F. A. Sburtleff &

60c.

COLLEGE;;-,:,BUSINESS butine»»
in

in the nose, throat and lungs are killed Also all kinds
3-Year-Old Stake, Trot and Pace. Purse $100.
and all traces of catarrhal poison are ef- ed to by
1 1
Prince Henry Weston, Barrett,
2
2
fectually driven out.
Sable Prince, Hall A Young
Some people may think that Hyomei
Time 2.-29 1-4 2-271-2.
and
is
simply for catarrh of the beadin caPurse
$900.
Pace.
and
2 .-28 Class, Trot
but it is equally effective
Carriage work
1 throat,
1
2
1
liver or kidneys.
Alclaymont, Hastings,
1 1 i I tarrh of the stomach,
Fitzgerald, G. W. Batchelder
mucous
the
in
are
4
3
2
4
catarrhal
The
germs
Bonny Nelson, Flaher
3 5 4 2
Leila Wilkes. Walker
membrane and Hyomei not only kills the
7 0 2 7
Ellis Boone, Fogg,
air
the
work by
in
passage*, but enters the
J
9
7
7
germs
Helen Q., L. B. Batchelder,
8 4 0 8 blood with the oxygen, tnua killing the
Rosamond. Eagles,
6
8
Β
8
whole
the
Alavolo, Mllllken
germs in the blood and freeing
β dis.
Jennie V., Foes
system from catarrh.
Time, 2 *>14,1:9014, 2:1814,2301-4.
Hyomei is sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Carriage and ornamental
2 M Class, Trot and Pace. Purse $175.
Co. under an absolute guarantee to re1 1 1 fund the
money unless it cures. A comTrlxy 8., Metcalf
9 9 1
Black Preoeps. Moore,
extra bottles
3 3 3 plete outfit oost* but $1.00,
Butcher Boy, Morrill,
4 ds
50 cents.
Lady Yolande, Dyer Small,
like this Is stronger proof
A
Time, 9 M1-9,9 ΛΙ3-4,9 .-97 1-4.
9:40 Class, Trot and Pace. Purse $195.
1 1 1
Northland Logic, Gregg
9 4 î
The Commodore, Morse
4 3 I
Chazy Belle, Davis
3 9 di
Ella Forrest, Scribner,
ds
Kings Own, Sullivan,
Time, 9 «71-4,9 48,9 «1-4.

15c.
30c.
45c.

ι

HT

day when the free-for-all got the word.

Altlsslmus, Haywood
Dr. Keene, Foes
Misa Edith, Batchelder
Gray Rex, Wlggln
Rob B., Severe,
Meader Boy. Fogg
Ivan, Penault,
Time, 2.18 1-4, 3:19 1-4,2.19 1-2.

$6.96

....

Children's Coats in green and navy, piped with velvet, with hood lined with
86.98
plaid silk,
with
with
velvet,
hood,
green
in
piped
Coats
Children's
light grey plaids
84.76
.......
trimmed with buttons,
red
with
red
trimmed
buttons,
velvet, fancy
Children's Coats of grey plaid,
84.26
.........
velvet collar,

Children's Coats in navy and green, trimmed with velvet and braid for 88.98
wanted to go round the Ferris wheel.
82.98 to 86.98
Bear Skin Coats for children, in grey, white and red for
34 inches
Pure spring water, the best drink on
coat
fitted
and
blue
in
Broadcloth, plain
Suits of cheviot
black,
the grounds, was dispensed by the W.
with two box plaits in front and back, 820.00
skirt
circular
satin
lining,
C. T. U. as usual, in a booth near the I long, light
hall.
Suits of black and blue cheviot, 22 inch coat, satin lined, close fitted, has
neck and cuffs, skirt baa
"The society has a valuable outfit straps back and front, velvet and fancy braid around
818.00
here," says one of the officers, "and all double box plait in front and back, finished with two straps in front,
We
we need now is a little more room.
Suits in mixtures of Herring-bone weave, coat 25 inches long, semi-fitted,
I
the
to
field
have
another
park
ought to
816.50
teams on, and put a man in charge of it." satin lined, skirt has double box plait in front and back,
Suits of brown and grey mixtures, semi-fitted, coat 27 inches long, satin
Four policemen looked after the peace I
810.00
and order of the grounds—IIenry Lizotte lined, 0 gore ekirt with clusters of plaits inserted in each alternate gore,
of Lewiston, and the local officers,
Charles E. Bennett of South Paris,
George F. Hathaway and Charles F.
Boober of Norway.

every one within

fastest races.
It is seldom, indeed, that a Maine
county fair sees in one of its classes
neveu starters with race records under
2:20, yet such was the condition Thurs-

collar and cuffs trimmed with velvet
16.60

Misses' Coats in dark grey mixtures,

and braid,

RECORD.

CUnniNQS riANUFACTURING CO.
at the F. C. Merrill

Foundry

and

Agricultural Works,

SOUTH PARIS, Π AINE.

CUBED MAT mil AVD tCTÛfn 001».

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

Your Sick Child

Mo.

I had many of the symptoms of hay
fever, and a doctor's prescription did not
Beads.
Using Cigar
reach my case, and I took several medior
Perhaps there ia no more popular
cines wnloh seemed to only aggravate
than
that
more pleasing fad at preaeot
Fortunately I insisted upon
my case.
banda.
of decorating with cigar
Honey and Tar in the yel·

iW^TnuiitMtttou.

bold and brave wu he
fair
That wandered In the
from spot to «pot
And
warned him to depart.
Till
And then he lingered not.
A

—

DR. TRIO ELIXIR

—

Wo. STO.—A

IN US· M Y CARS.

mboon.
Thia ahonld be five, aix, or
Bank Teller—I have no doubt you are
"Well, in the first place, yon most
more inchea in diameter and about one Billyuns, the ice magnate, hut you must
a man's clothes," replied the
ivear
some
inch deep. It is well to understand, be identified. Can't you bring in
I ta boon.
though, that the larger the plate is, the friend to—
eaaier it it ia to manage. One may start
Billyuns—1 have no friends.
So Mr. Elephant bought himself a
Tou're
Bank Teller—It's all right
decorating by placing the centerpiece or
1 >ult of clothes and a hat
with
of
the
identified.
back,
pioture in the centre
"Oh, my, they are uncomfortable!"
face to the glass. Âttach the ends of four
Nasal Catarrh, an inflammation of the îe declared. "But I shall wear them."
and
this
to
bands
or eight
centerpiece
tbe
air-passfasten their outer ends to the edge of the delicate membrane lining
mixtures taken
bowl. For this purpose use photograph aget, is not cured by any
time on
waste
Don't
stomach.
into the
paste or fish glue. Decorate the space
Cream Balm through
between these main bands according to them. Take Ely's
so that the fevered, swollen
taste and fill up all open spaces with the nostrils,
Never
reached at once.
tinfoil. Many beautiful desigus may be tissuee are
bave suffered nor
made by working similarly shaped mind bow long you
have been disappointed,
bands of different colors into stars, cir- bow often you
Ely's Cream Balm will cure
cles, and squares. When the design is we know
it has cured others by tbe thouiiuished, put a heavy coat of any strong you as All
sand.
druggists, KO cents. Mailed
liquid glue about an inch wide around
5β Warren Street, New
tbe edge of the bowl, and stretch over by Ely Bros.,
the entire back a piece of dark red or York.

Some Title.

glaaa bowl.

exist
If worms are present they will be expelled. If no worms
in toning
this wonderful medicine acts gently, yet positively,
health.
up the whole system to rugged
Mam.
CUTU Asixetca,

I>«. Tmcm.
with to Informjoe of the «·1>IA*
tt
c«aa I hat· had In muv your Elixir. I pn
on· of
to my children and afMr tbt third do«, ·™>~»
old. panada long
UMtD, a boy ill yc«r·
"— '*
H,"n
which I bell·»· la more thanMx ti'Jg
worm wmcu
a womarh worm. I alao
lone
ions, what you call
it U on of the
w)4h to
haT«

In the bourn for chll·
dm. 1 would nol
be without It now.

K-KHTh
Sold by all deal-

»

if

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

«ft—He.
Boo. wt

green felt

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Wool Carpets Stove Wood
to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Coal at

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Sour

Stomach

No appetite, loss ot strength,
MM, headache. constipation, bad breath,
générai debility, «our risings, and catarrh
ef the stomach are ail due to Indigestion.
Kadol curat Indigestion. This new discovof dlge·»
ery represents the natural Juices
don as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo

and reoonstruethre properties. Kodol Dyapepala Cure does not only cure Indigestion

but this famous remedy
awes all stomach troubles by oleansing.
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. & & Baa. of R*T«n«wood. W. Va. *»ar**
I eaa troabted with scur stomach for twenty yeara.
Kodol cared m» aed v· are now usine It to ·Α
krkuf."

dyspepsia,

Kodol Digests What You Eat.

Fire All Out at the Old
Grain Mill
And my new Grain Mill near the old
at the Bridge, with new machinery
and a mill that will grind Meal and
Feed to please everybody is ready for
business, with the old miller R. N. Hall
at his post to tell what is good and what
is not; also Ε. H. Parrar, the man who
puts your grain in the box where you
want it every time, can be seen on the
team same as before the tire.

place

At This New Mill
«et the best grades of Flour
you
made in the West and all kinds of Grain,
Feed, Hay and Straw. I have just unloaded a car of Prime Cotton Seed Meal
that is extra good for this season of the
year (protein 41), for sale at lowest
I wish to express my
market price.
thanks and appreciation to all who
worked so hard to save my property at
the tire, and to all the people who have
met Mr. Hall and myself at the old mill
for nearly forty years, and I hope to see
them all again at the new mill where we
believe in giving everyone value received
for their money. Be sure and call at the
mill with bay windows.
can

ate. which Mils for 50 cants.

bfLO. DeWITT *Oa. OHIOAQO.

SolJ

Tlie Measure
—

OF

ALL

—

Typewriters

Maine,

South Paris,

r. ▲. Shunleff Λ Co.

by

SHURTLEFF,

A. E.

Si.00 Stze holdir» 2% Ornes theMl

ea1».

Son's,

A. W. Walker &

South Paris, Maine.

Chas. F. Ri

and

and

A

Lot

new

The best ol
f Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Job
c

No
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.
Xj. Hff. Longley,
\'orway,

Maine.

*

For Sale in South Paris.
The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, bai
two apartments of seven and eight roomc
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is it
The grounds arc
excellent condition.
extensive, containing additional house
lots.
W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.

Commercial Brains
«vary typewriter—quality for
quality-attribute for attribute—by tbe

aaeaaure

Underwood.
tpprearh It 1m ru|M>ulr«atM-lB
How rtumblc
perfection.
It In appearance, deelgn and flnlah. Ita
ln< reaaln|| faute luakea permanent the
How

■urrlitalttl

Mtandard—

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KINO,

Imitations

are

I.1UKRWOOD
'441
?β

Never

Good.

so

For Sale.

3000 feet first class iron piping,
from one to two inch. Will sell foi
10 per cent, less than wholesale cost,

R. L. CUMMINGS,
South Paris, Me.

BONDS FOR SALE.
Norway

Broadway, New York.
Portland, Me.

Picture Frames

For Sale at

Having bought out the business oi
Guy Buck, I am ready for your patron
age. Shaving, hair cutting, shampooiug, Ac., done in tirst-class manner.
H. W. STARBIRD,
South Paris, Me
Market Square,

Mouldings s,J.
Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

Fare PertlaU to lost·· |λ.ϋ3

Round trip ftft.OO.

Conimeociug Mun<lay, Sept. 17, steamalternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. m.
Freight rates always as low aa other
ers

lines.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine riak.

General Agent,
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
A. H. HANSCOM, G. P. and Τ. Α.,
Boston, Mass.

for the arrest and

paid

con-

viction of the person who broke intc
the Powder House on Crocker Hill,
Paris.

WALTER L. GRAY,

July

13»

Attorney,

1906.

Fresh meats of all kinds

constantly on

hand.

specialty.
Fresh fish arrives every Monday afternoon sad Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every weak,
and paying full market price.
Corned beef and salt pork

a

T. Tliayer,

MAJUUtT SQUAB·,

SOUTH PAHB.

6.

the green leaves,

sun

morning.

kissed ir.

A river turned in story.
This Is the reporter's glory.
A name for everything.
Tills man will have to swing.
To sing in this, 'tis true.
Much rtudy you must do.

6. This number's anything.
7. He played before the king.

No. 2T4.-CoucMlcd Cities.
In the following sentences are concealed the names of twelve cities, the
letters forming them being reversed:
We lived In Cairo, Ephraim and I,
where you may see the big log rafts

float by. There was an orchard near,
and I often sold the apples. Oue morning a Swede named Olaf Fubbersou
said, "Give me some apples." I replied,
"Sir, apples cost money!" I saw he
was not sober. I noticed that his check
was raw, and 1 saw him snatch a pan
of apples, but he soon returned. "Flease
excuse me, for I acted rudely," he said.
1 felt very tired, and, as I am curt
when weary or tired, J only said, "You
may have tin' lot, sir, but go away."

or thk

27S.—Hh>n«d Adjective·.
1. What adjective rhymes with a rabbit?
2. What adjective rhymes with a kit-

ten?
3. What adjective rhymes with extremely hot?

Reflection·.
A man never hears the best things
tbat are said altoat him. because be is
dead then.
If we all loved our neighbors as we
love ourselves the world would become a mutual admiration society.
The i>eople who write articles on how
to succeed are not always able to sell
Amiable

them.
Key to the Puiltr.
No. 201.
Trlaugle: 1. Famous. 2.
Alias. 3. Mint. 4. Oat. 5. Us. 0. S.
No. 2» >2.—Enigma: Friend-ship, coinfort, bouy-ant, miti-gate, cou-rage, welfare, con-cord, ani-mate, de-tile, misfortune, no-table, pecu-llar, cur-tail,
munifi-ceut.
203.— A
No.
Suggestion: Thym«

Να 204.—Historical Acrostic: Lafayette. 1. Lexington. 2. Adams. 3.
Franklin. 4. Australia. 5. Yenesel. 0.
Erie. 7. Tieonderoga. 8. Texas. 9.

Egypt.
No. 2C5.—An Octagon:
A

C

Κ

Ρ

Β

Ο

·

Β

Β

Τ

I

I

Α

Κ

CO

I

Η

Α

Ο

Β

Β

S

Α

Τ

Β

D

Β

Α

Ο

Β

Β

Ν

Β

D

Β

Puzzle: CaNo. 200.—Geographical
nary, China, Atlas, Turkey, Miss., Indian.
No. 207.—Additions: Kin, kindle; cod,

Company.

Lovell, Malae.
ASSETS, DEC. SI, 190».
Cash la hands of ο (Boers or agent·,. $
All otter assets,

10.6É
80.«

$

60.61

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31,1906.
$
Total liabilities,

O.Ot

Gros· cash assets,

—

ë»M
Net cash ass ate.
Premium note· subjaot to assessment, S «£19.68
Balance due oa premium note·... « 4.019JS
Ε. T. STEARNS, Secretary.
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he is tired?"
"Why, he

Salve,

which comes wrapped in paraffin papei
in the boxes, so that the air cannot react
it, is the only kind to use; fresh gratec
nut is too moist. It is necessary tc
beat the mixture to have it creamy anc
delicate.
Walnuts are the chosen variety for nul
and they must be broken, nol

better in short order. Be sure you get
DeWitt's. Good for everything a salve
Sold by F.
is used for, including piles.
A. Shurtleff A Co.

Papa—No, he's not the proper sort of
a husband for you, my dear.
Daughter—Ob, papa! He'd die for me.
"Oh, that's all right—tell him to go as
far as he likes. I was afraid he wanted

fudge,
chopped. Use the same foundation rec
ipe as for chocolate, omitting the cboco
late, and substituting a heaping cupfu 1

ko marry you."
of the broken nuts, when the syrnp ii
Ladies, read this catalogue of charms.
ready to take from the fire. The novia
a
glowing cheeks, red
need not be alarmed if it seems too sofi ; Bright eyes,
smooth skin without a blemish, in short,
to harden nicely, if it has boiled hart I
For sale with every
health.
for four minutes after it began boiling perfect
Hollister's Rocky Mountain
and been beaten the whole of the time package
Tea. 35 cents. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
and then beaten thoroughly till cool.

I

Sayings.

lips,

!

Ground ginger used for plasters in
stead of mustard is just as good t<
"draw," and it never blisters.
To Drevent made mustard from dry
ing and caking in the mustard pot add ι
little salt when making it.
A few drops of alcohol rubbed on th<

inside of lamp chimneys will

trace of greasy smoke when
is of no avail.

remove

has

OF INTEREST TO MANY

ali

Foley's Kidney Cnre will cure any case
of kidney or bladder trouble that is not

"Who was it said: "I am monarch of
all I survey, my right there is none to

dispute'?"

drops

To imitate

ground glass,

lump

rub the

glasi

of glazier's putty,
with a
carefully and uniformly, until the sur
face is equally oovered. This is an ex<
the original laxative cough syrup. Con- oellent Imitation of ground glass, and ii
tains no opiate·. Sold by F. A. Shurt- not injured by damp or rain. It is use
ful for kitehen windows.
leff à Co.
Do not let tea and eoffee remain in the

Good for the cough, removes the cold,
the cause of the cough. That's the work
of Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar—

isn't he?

over

1

impudent thing, paper bags they

Lottie—Oh, I don't know.
Dottle—Didn't he try to Um

Lottie—Not very hard.

lose their flavor.

you?

said

oome

in,

or

they will

All stores should b<

j taken at once ont of their paper bagi
and pnt away In their different reoeptaolss In the store oupboard.

Tougher and

Jeweler and Qnduat· Optician.

Food Valu· of Cheese.

dry-

and information, call

particulars

For further

on or

address

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soultlx Parle.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
quantity desired.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

IBRIjIX AXX> GrO]

getd tired sitting down doing nothing?"
"lie takes a smoke," said the baboon.
Then the elephant got a pipe and tobacco and tried to smoke, but he made

It is said that one pound of cheese
is equal in food value to more than two
pounds of meat. It is very rich in proteids and fat. Considering this, It Is
low In price when compared with meat
and ought to do good service to the

Will not crack in

It is especially desirable for those wishing to do a small amount of
work or patching up, as it is quickly prepared and ready for immediate
hours.
use and becomes thoroughly dry and hard in twenty four

INT.

XX.

IF YOU want a quick cash
■ale for yoar country property, write for our improved
FREE Hating blanks. No ad-

"What does a innn do when he

auy more."—Strand Magazine.

durable than lime mortar.

add sand.and
ing. No bother of slacking lime or beating up hair, simply
the
used
leading masons.
by
water. It is economical and is endorsed and

the

feuther you require."
After α fortnight cume another letter from the firm: "The people who
gave you the £1,000 order have failed,
and we lose the goods. We bave this
duy sent to you α bagful of featbors
for you to fly home with, as we do
not wunt you out ou the road for us

more

Substitute for Lime.

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

So Mr. Elephant sat down to rest,
but be wan not satisfied.
"It is almost as tiresome sitting
down as standing up," said Mr. Ele-

phant.

Maine.

MORWAY, MAINE.

payment required.

vance

If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the beet farms

County;

The E. A. Strout Farm Agency,
■So

"Largest in the World."

NA55AU STREET, NEW YORK.

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

1. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,

All Kind

of Ma-

sons' Supplies.
A. W. WALKER & SON,

LADIES
BUY

dowels. Must be of good

give good

bunch
habits and
to

reference.
J. A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

Help Wanted.

—

Patents in Blucher and Polish
All other leathers
I also carry

W. 0.

experienced

man

MASON MFG. CO.
South Paris, Maine.

Revelation Shoes.

Trunks, Bags

An

WANTED.

Opportunity

Save your broken

$3.50.

$3.00.

and Suit Cases

Frothingham,

South Paris.

E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will furnish
81m or Style at

Records,

They

are

worth 25 cents each

exchange plan.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Board· for sale.

W.

Weat Sumner

CHANDLER,

Maine.

Wanted.

Whereat, Joshua Rldlon, of Hiram, In the
County of Oxford and State of Maine, by bta
mortgage deed, dated the twelfth day of February, A. D 1877, and recorded In Oxford County
—Western District—Registry of Deed*. Rook 0u,
Page 300, convened to James M. Ayer of Cornish,
In the County or Tork and State of Maine, lo bis
life time, two certain parcels of land In Hiram,
aforesaid, containing about twelve acres, more
or less, conveyed to nlm, the said Joshua KM Ion,
Fir, and
by Peleg Wadswortb by his deed, dated February 4th, A.D. 1859. Also another piece of delivered at any elation.
land In said Hiram, containing fifteen acres,
more or less, conveyed to him, the said Joshua
Rldlon, by Joseph Ranklns by his deed, dated
August 16,1857. Also one other piece of land In
Hiram, aforesaid, containing ten acres, more or
less, conveved to him, the said Joshua Rldlon,
by Daniel Pierce by bis deed, dated January 7th,
A. D. 1861, reference to be had to said deeds tor a
particular description of said pieces of land : and WEST PARIS,
MAINE.
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, and whereas, afterwards the said James
M. Ayer died and the uadersigned was duly apTEACHERS.
pointed executor of his last will and testament,
and the right to hold the aforesaid premises In
We want all the teacher· we can get, both
the
to
came
law
me,
understgned, •exes, for Kail petitions, ungraded, primary,
mortgsge
by
In my said capacity, now therefore, by reason
Semi for circular
grammtr, and high school·.
of the breach of the condition thereof I, In my and
register.
said capacity, claim a foreclosure of said mortΚ a* tern Maine Teachers' Agencr,
Stockton Springe, Maine.
at Cornish, this nineteenth day of September, A. D. 1906.
JAMES C. AYER,
Executor of the last will and testament of
JAMES M. ATER,
late of Cornish, deceased.
P.
Perkins.
Walter
his
attorney,
By

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Disc and
Records.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Oculist.

SPECIAL

Ε. H. PIKE,

NOTICE.

decided to travel λ limite·! amount In
l
Oxford County thl* season, calling on my oi
patron· as In former year*.
I have

It wa* my Intention to <levote the whole of my
i »·<
time this year to office work l>ut having lia
InvalM*
many tinrent calls from oM people ami
who are unab'e to leave home I have decided t>>
travel a part of the time a* formerly.
all my work
KKMKMBEK that I

guarantee

whether fitted at your home or at one of my
office*. Glasses fitted at your home will he re
fitted at any one of my offices free If nut ·« tl>

factory.

Poplar

Spruce,

"Tsied

my

DOORS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable price·.

If in want of any kind ot Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

IfOTICE OF FOBECLOMÛRB.

on

W. A. Porter,

Also Window & Door Frames.

E.

or

damaged Cylinder

Lady help wanted for steady em- A full line of Columhit
ployment, for further particulars in- Cylinder Machines and
Call and hear them talk.
quire of

SOUTH PARIS.

—

NORWAY.

Γ·Ι·ρΙιοη· Connection.

Wanted.
All kinds of Pulp Wood the coming year. Correspondence solicited.
H. D. COLE,
Bryant'· Pond, Me.
April 12th, 1905.
FOB SALE.
Real
300 farms and all kinds of
Estate.
Inquire of Hazen's Farm
and Real Estate Agency, Oxford,
Maine.

Always Remember the FaD Name

NOTICE.

U. 8. Circuit Court, /
Portland, Sept. 18,1900.
Maine District,
Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court of
the United 8tates tor the District of Maine,
notice Is hereby given that
LUCIAN W. BLANCHARD, of Rumtord,
In said District, has applied for admission as
an attorney and counsellor of said Circuit Court.
JAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.

i

Laxative Rromo

Quinine

Cores a Cold in One Day, Crip inTWo.
25c.

QUAKER RANGE

The Swiss peasant depends on It as a
staple second only to bread, while the
use of It In England and Germany li
extensive.
Delay Fatal.

Visitor (to widow)—I

am so

sorry to

tiie reach of medicine. No medl- hear of the sodden death of your huaoine can do more. F. A. Shurtleff à Co. band. Did they hold a postmortem ex*

beyond

"I don't know;

probably."

When you have

a

some

single

man,

cold it is well to be

that
very careful about using anything
the spurs are short and that they have will cause constipation. Be particularly
not been cut or pared to deceive th< careful about preparations containing
comb of the oock should b< opiates. Use Kennedy's Laxative Honey
"She blusht when he kist her, thrill- bnyer. The
red. Black-legged fowls are tc and Tar, which stops the cough ana
bright
line
from
and
a
thru
thru."
This
is
A. Shurting
be preferred for roasting, white legs foi moves the bowels. Sold by F.
a novel of the future with the spelling
leff* Co.
boiling.
a la Roosevelt.

an

down,"

Superior

A

In any

HILLS,

-

-

Co.,

Standard Wood Fibre Plaster,

baboon.

poor mau in replacing occasionally the
"Why, I wrote that that fiery Ken- regular diet of meat. In America cheese
tuckian, Cunnel Saunders, has a head Is looked upon more as a side dish and
that is none too large for the brain that luxury than in some parts of Europe.

"Well?"
"The intelligent
compositor
"
changed 'brain' into 'bran.'

water alon<

a wire meat stand.
of cider vinegar rubbed
A few
into the hand· after washing clothes will
keep them smooth, and take away th<
spongy feeling they always have aftei
being in water for a good while.
In choosing fowls for oooking, see thai

"George, I'm going to take a vacation."
"What's wrong?"

fills it."

To prevent a cake from becomini
heavy when taken out of the oven, al
it
ways allow the steam to escape from
This can be done by pntting the cake or

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Druggist· refund money If it fails tc
cure.
E. W. Gbovb's signature is oo
each box. 26c.

Dottle—Dick's

site

Billing· Βίοοϋ,

util Parle,

ν,Γτ?

are

prepared

coddle; mud, muddle; can, candle; bun,

—

bis hind legs until be was about
played out.
"Goodness me!" he exclaimed. "This
1h tiresome. What does a man do when

W. J*. Wheeler db

seeettaeijeteeta.
kJM. reoetre

on

j

No.

Dimni.

Copyrights Ac.

Elephant wabbled around

Fo-1

—

—

And so Mr.

"A great many people do things tbey a wonderful fizzle of it
sorry for."
lie got sinoke In his eyes, in his nose
"Yes," answered Miss Cayenne. "The and his throat, and be was In h pretty
Care of the Nursery.
trouble is that tbey often fail to realize
predicament.
Never sweep the nursery with an that they are sorry till they get into the
"I don't want to be α man!" be cried,
ordinary broom, as it raises too much newspapers."
while tears streamed down his cbeeks.
dust; a soft hair broom should be used,
be a good eleor else a fiannei bag put over the regular
No one would buy a sailboat with sails "I am going to try to
There is al- phant instead."
broom. At least every other day the that could not be reefed.
out
"That's what I meant In the first
rugs should be taken up and shaken
ways that possibility of a little too much
of doors and the floor wiped up with a wind that makes a cautious man afraid place," said his father.—Pittsburg Disdamp cloth, adding a few drops of to go unprovided. Tbe thinking man, patch.
carbolic acid or some other mild disin- whose stomach sometimes goes back on
fectant to the water in which the cloth him, provides for his stomach by keepHard to Cateb Up.
is damped.
ing a bottle of Kodol For Dyspepsia
Two Sileslans, seuted in a music
Never, under any circumstances, use a within reach. Kodol digests what you
the music
feather duster in the nursery; all the eat and restores the stomach to the con hall, begau to argue about
furniture, wood work and pictures dition to properly perform its functions. of Wagner. T'>e argumeut as it proshould be dusted every day with a damp Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
gressed fcrin* Seated. The upshot was
cloth, being careful to dust behind the
that the younger challenged the older
Her—You heard me say that I didn't Silesia» to a duel.
pictures as well as the other parts.
Every week or two dust down the walls like smoking. Why don't you give it t Put the older SHesian declined to
with a damp cloth tied on to a broom. up?
Cover the crib and bed with a large sheet
Him—Ob, you are the girl who once j tight.
"So, no," he said. "I refuse to meet
when the room is swept, and remove all told me you didn't like kissing.
You,
you. The risks are not equal.
the lighter pieces of furniture after they
I am
have been wiped off while the room is
AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
you see, are a buchelor, whereas
children.
being cleaned.
One of the worst features of kidney a married man with three
At least the nursery windows should trouble is that it is an insidious disease I'll tell you what to do. Go get murbe opened both top and bottom for fully and before tbe victim realizes his danger ried and wait till you've α family as
half an hour, and tbe room fairly flooded he may bave a fatal malady. Take
large us mine. Then, when our risks
with fresh air and eunehine.
ley's Kidney Cure at tbe first sign of: are alike, come and challenge me
and
corrects
trouble as It
irregularities
agulu."
Wives as Chums.
prevents Bright's disease and diabetes,
The younger man complied. He marA certain amount of reading and studj F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
ried. Three years passed and oue day
of current events is equally important in
Harold—Newljwed is greatly worried three years later he went, accompanied
the work of the day as the dusting of the
rooms, iu order that a wife may be able over a thirty day note.
by a nursemaid, to his opponent's
to discuss events intelligently with hei
Rupert—Can't be meet it?
home.
bis
a
note
ol
also
ain't
that—It's
Harold—It
Another
husband's friends.
way
"Here I am," he said fiercely. "My
becoming a husband's chum as well at wife gave him to mail thirty days ago wife Is at home. In this coach are my
his housekeeper, is to endeavor to assist and he's just thought of it.
three children. Now for the duel."
him, at any rate in sympathy and inter
Â bath cleanses the skin and rids the
But the older uian shook his head.
est, in the work which occupies him
"Not yet awhile," he said. "I have
pores of refuse. A bath makes for betduring the day. Few women realize ter
fellowship and citizenship. Not only five now."
what assistance they could render theii
should the outside of the body be deanshusbands, nor do they see that the overbut occasional use of a laxative or
tui es of such assistance must come from ed,
U·· Both Hand·.
the bowels and dears
themselves. This hint also applies to cathartic opens
Tbat people should learn to use both
of effete matter. Best for
the
it
system
such
be
if
there
older
the
daughters,
this are DeWitt's Little Early Risers. band» with equal freedom la α matter
the household, as well as to the house
Pleasant little pills that do not gripe or of great importance. If when the right
oc
be
time
whose
already
may
mother,
sicken. Sold by P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
hand of a workman Is tired he can
cupied. It is rare that a man will make
let hin
it
any suggestion of this kind, but
hear that Mr. Jones had continue his task with the left, then
Mother—I
once see such a desire on the part of hie
to kiss you at the station. is obvious that he will get through
the
impudence
daughter or bis wife, and he will be more What did you do?
more work than α right handed man.
than ready to encourage her.
Daughter—Ob, I kissed him, too, so as In the boys' mechanical department
to make the people think we were rela- in the German schools much of the
Can You Make Good Fudge?
tives.
work is done by the left hand under
Did you ever make any "fudge"]
The boys arc taught to
Well, if you didn't, you had better begin A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES. compulsion and hammer with the left
Now fudge, as the initiated know, it
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding saw, plane
one of the very best kinds of candy that Piles.
Druggists are authorized to re- hand as well as the right. The scholar
You must take fund money if Pazo Ointment fails to Is also taught to draw large circles
was ever made at home.
two squares of unsweetened chocolate cure in 5 to 14 days. 50 cents.
on the blackboard, first with one band
two and one-half cupfuls of fine granu*
Man is the
and then with the other.
It
is
that
how
lated sugar, one scant cupful of milk, t
Director—Say, my man,
only one who cannot use all bis limbs
half
as large as au egg,
on
the
butter
is
of
statue
standing
piece
Shakespeare's
Man uses his
with equul facility.
Scrape or grate the chocolate and mil pedestal marked Scott?
with the sugar and stir in the milk; pul
Attendant—He must have got his base eyes equally well and also the lege, exover a hot tire, add the butter, and boil
on an error, sir.
cept that most people kick with the
hard for four minutes after it commence!
right foot. But bow few can use more
cook
while
STOP IT !
boiling. Beat all the time
than one hand to advantage? And this
afterward
ing, and continue the beating
A neglected cough or cold may lead to is so simply because of lack of early
until the fudge is smooth, heavy, and sc serious bronchial or lung troubles. Don't
training.
in
itself
hold
perfectly
cool that it will
take chances when Foley's Honey and
shape. While beating, as it begins tc Tar affords perfect security from serious
Called Back.
cool, add a teaspoonful of vanilla. Poui effects of a cold. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
A commercial traveler for a Loudon
buttered
or
well-oiled
a
on
the fudge
firm secured un order for £1,000 In the
"Do you really mean to say, colonel,
plate or slab to the depth of three
west of England and, as it wae not
in
check
and
an
of
inch,
before
that you ran for Congress
quarters
you
acknowledged, wrote a letter to
duly
were of age?"
squares.
For cocoanut fudge, use the same pro
before I was 16; in fact, I the firm culling special attention to It
"Certainly,
and Baying, "I thought you would conportions of sugar, milk and butterai was a page in the House."
riven in the above recipe for chocolate
sider such an order quite a feather In
it
When two strong men come to blows,
but instead of putting the cocoanut
my cap."
with the other material, cook the fudge, even if they are well matched, it is not a
in reply be received this note from
before
and only add the cocoanut just
pleasing sight, but if the man who gets his
prlucipal: "We have filed your ortaking from the Ore. One cupful ol the worst of it will use DeWitt's Witch
Thai Hazel
he will look better and feel der and inclose for your cap the one
cocoanut is needed.

bundle; spin, spiudle; dan, dandle; sad,
NOTICE OF FOBSCLOSriE.
saddle; rid, riddle; pad. paddle; rod,
Whereas. LlzzleS. Barnes, of Hiram, la Um
bei
of
State
anil
Main·,
by
County of Oxford
ruddle; wad, waddle; tod, toddle; nod
mortgage deed, dated the second day of August
uoddle.
A. D. 1UW. and recorded In Oxford County81
Western District— Registry of Deeds. Book
No. 208.
Anagrams: 1. Alexandei
cer
a
the
to
me,
undersigned,
as.
pane
conveyed
the Great. 2. Queen Çlixabeth. 3. N'a
tain parcel of land, situated la said Hlrsun anil
Northerly by land of Lu
hounded as follows
polcon Bonaparte.
•anna W. Hubbard; Easterly by lands of Saec
Water Power Company and Frank P. Goodwin
▲ LESSON IN HEALTH
to it stone wall; thence westerly by said stoix
wall and a pole fence an l Barnes' Brook, κ
called, by land of James Edgecomb which li
Healthy kidneys filter the impuritlei ι
southerly tu land of Eugene Wadsworth ; and from the blood, and unless they do this,
westerly by land of said Eugene Wad s worth
health la impossible. Foley's Kid
reserving a right of way across said lot to Um good
lot of said James Kdgeconib which Is called Um ney Cure make· sound kidneys and wil
situated
is
which
and
Karnes
lot
Augustas
postively cure all forms of kidney anc
southerly of the above described lot and being
It strengthens th<
tbe same premises conveyed to said Lizzie bladder disease.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Barnes by the said James Edgecomb, August whole system.
2nd, A. D. lyui. Also a certain parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, situated In
"What is a finishing school?"
together
said Hiram on the southerly side of the road
"It Is a place where girls who hav<
from
Cornish to Hiram Bridge, and
leading
Northerly any lingering respect for their parents
bounded aud described as follows :
by said road ; aad easterly, southerly and west- go to have It removed."
erly by land of Ε. O. Allen, containing two acres,
Also another lot on the northerly
more or less.
side of said road and bounded, northerly, east- Ask any "JAP" that you may see,
erly, and westerly by laad of tbe Saco Water "Why the Csar, with Bear behind," had
Power Company ; and southerly by said road,
to climb a tree.
containing thirty acres more or teas, being the
The Tanks, Qod bless the Yanks, says she,
same premises conveyed to Lluie 8. Barnes by
Disdeed, recorded In Oxford County—Western
They gave us Rooky Mountain Tea.
trict— Registry of Deeds, Book 89. Page Stf, and
whereas toe condition of said mortgage has been F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
broken, now there lore, by reason of the breach
of tbe condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
Caller—Doe· that girl in the next flat
said mortgage.
ear or by note?
Dated at Cornish, this nineteenth day of Sep- play the piano by
She
tember, A. D. WW.
Suffering Neighbor—Neither.
JAMES EDQECOMB.
brute
plays by
strength.
By his attorney, Walter P. Perkins.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Lovell Mutual Fire Insurance

fleat Market.

1.
2.
3.
i.

Α

REWARD
will be

I reflect
the

twenty-five

Patents

MR. ELEPHANT BAT DOWN.

——

vary from three cents up to
cents apiece.—New Idea.

βο VIA*·'

CXPKRIENOE

"If you are golug to be a man," the
baboon Interrupted, "you must walk
on your bind legs."

—

Mo. -Ta.—Double Acrostic.
1 shine like the dewdrop when, beauty
adorning,

vent serious sickness.
Colored Postal Card·. 50 subject*.
ΓWrite ua. Η. H. Hay'· Sons, Selling
ΓΤ££.
■ 1 vv*
Agents, Portland, lie.

Scientific flm«rka«.

In these days of rush and hurry courIn tbe mad, pell
tesy is often forgotten. little
mell rush of our life
things are

a

—

physidans

Eminent

come from poor I
quarters of all diseases
digestion, inactive liver and bowels. A
35c. bottle of "L. F." Atwood's Medicine will cure all these troubles and pre-

tvteial

Red, white and blue bands alone should man is the one who relieves little Ills of
boy's proper be used in this color scheme. Kodak this sort by a little dose of Kodol For
pictures may be used as centerpieces, Dyspepsia. It digests what you eat and
name.
and many a girl will consider herself
the
in
puts your stomach back into shape.
1. A
ring was lost
fortunate to receive a picture of herself Sold
by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
mine.
in such an attractive frame.
the man, al
2. He really did
Old wooden stands may be rejuvenated
Freddie's Aunt—Why, Freddie, what's
in a like manner. After covering wood tbe matter? Don't you like your new
though he was a poor
will be found the miss- or any non-transparent material with toy motor-boat?
3. On the
bands, however, the surface should be
Freddie—Oh, auntie, it—boo, hoo,
lug
covered with a thin coat of shellac and hoo—it-it doesn't leave any s-s-smell!
will be exiled If they
4. The
Handkerchief-boxes,
then varnished.
him.
HOW TÔ~ AVOID APPENDICITIS.
glove-boxes, and letter-boxes made of
the slab that be found
5. He will
Most victims of appendicitis are those
wood, may be all treated in this manner.
Orino
In the —.
In regard to the cost of the material, who are habitually constipated.
in
hidden
found
accurate
was
make
an
estimate,
to
lost
hard
it is
6. The
Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic conin
different
the
and
as
tbe
liver
inasmuch
prices vary
a pile of
stipation by stimulating
places. However, a package containing bowels, and restores the natural action
Ko. JÎ72.—Decapitation.
fifty cigar bands, two centerpieces and of the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit
one piece of tinfoil may be bought for Syrup does not nauseate or gripe and is
Behead a covering for the head In flght
And leave a constellation large and fifteen cents. The tinfoil which comes mild and pleasant to take. Refuse subin different colors may be bought at one stitutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
bright.
cent per sheet; the glass plates and trays

pated letters will form

say that three·

Anyone eandliif a sketch and
quickly ascertain our opinion
luTsntlon le probably
lions strictly confldeutial. MAWSvQS
sent frM· Oldest afeoeyjor
Patents taken tnroofh Munn
notic*, without cnanre, in tea

Washington as a centerpiece and group- done to offend that we rather remained
ing around it, in a circular form, tbe undone. A hastily eaten meal and its
cigar bands bearing the pictures of the resultant headache may cause us social
different presidents of the United States.
The wise man or woor financial loss.

271.—Sracopotloat.
Fill the first blank with the missing
word and the second blank with the
The syncosame word syncopated.
No.

(time).

SHOP.

$100

Mats, Mirrors
High Grade Portrait

Me.

Norway National Bank.

BARBER

and Pictures,
&

Norway,

Title of a pleasing song.

—

First Mortgage Four per cent twenty
year bonds in $100 and $000 pieces.
Price 101.

TYPEWRITER CO.,

Kithange Ht.,

Water Co. of

Johnny—I'll get even with ma for
spankin' me.
Tommy—Aw, what'Il you do?
Johnny—One o' these days I'll everlastingly whale her grandchildren.

In the same manner, glass plates, tobacco-jars, glasses, and ash trays may be
decorated. Old vases also make good
foundations. Huge bottles with large
necks may, in this way, also be transformed into charming Japanese-looking
ornaments. A "President" plate may
be made by using a picture of Qeorge

Cord Wood,

—

SICK HEADACHE

MR. ELEPHANT TRIES
TO TAKE ADVICE

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
first chue, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
all
are
Dear Sin:—So· Pcnobcat, Me., Feb. ι j, 190ft
Also I have
of the instrument.
money as they can be sold for the quality
I used your «L. F." Bitters for lie)
Prices
A large stock always on hand.
"Be a man! Be a man!" cried the
medium
several
pianos.
grade
headache from which 1 was a great sufeon. And
having Foley's
and we will try and interest you in
>apa elephant to hie eldest
for
Send
terms
catalogue
low,
easy.
like
are
it.
W«
The materials needed
cigar banda, low package, and It quickly cured me. he son decided that be would take thli ferer. I never found anything
a giaaa plate or bowl, a piece of felt, tin
also used it for JAUNDICE in our family. the best pianos that are on the market.
My wife has since used Foley's Honey
a bottle of
and
of
bottle
a
foil,
paate
and Tar with the same success." F. ▲. ι idvlce.
It made a quick cure.
"How can I be a man?" he asked the
liquid glue. Perhaps the eaaieit thing Shurtleff A Co.
shallow
la
a
Yours truly, Mm. Vnnro* C. Gur.
to
which
experiment
upon
Column,

can't tell you whit it bis or how it feel·—it only «hows it is
sick and miserable. If it is restless and peevish, doesn't Bleep
well, has pains in the stomach and bowels or ha· an erratic
or pin wee··.
appetite the trouble undoubtedly is stomach
Give the little one a few doses of that famoua old life saver

PIANOS.

Great

was a

Sufferer from

Little Folk·

write·: "Lut yeu I suffered for thm
months with · rammer cold 10 distressing that it Interfered with my boslness.

œToisïïîï»;
'Œr.dîSi'
Oxford Democrat, South Parla, Me.

I

fiρ ΛοΙπ>*1 5*ory por

Nusbaum, Batesville, Indiana,

A. J.

>

amlnation?

"Yes, and, like those doctors, they
did not hold It until be was dead, or
they might have saved bis life."—Clio·
ical Ueporter.
What It Coat HI·,
Mrs. Watts—There! We have cleared
off the last of tbat church debt, and
It never cost you men a cent Bee what
Mr. Watts—I don't
women can do.
know about the other fellows, bat I
know you have made me spend more
than $100 for extra' meals downtown

He (after introduction)—Allow me to while yon were out monkeying around.
inform you that Γ am the last of the
The Firat Sitht,
great family of the Van Siltens.
to
She (thoughtlessly)—Delighted
Ethel—I understand it was t case of
hear It, I'm sure.
love at first sight between Jack and
Misa Oldgtrl. Maud—Tes, dear. But
It arouse· energy, develop· and stimuher bank hook.
lates nervous life, arouses tne courage of the first sight was at
youth. It makes you young again. That's
Wonder Is the first cause of phUsto
'what Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea
1 will do. 86
oenta, Tea or Tablets. P. A. phy—Aristotle.
Shurtleff * Co.

I

The nickel

rails

in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts

50 cts.Dmnmi 50 cts.. w..k .<

Hobbe'
W.
Cteorfre
I
Variety 8tora, Norway.
/
ι

